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This report provides an initial assessment of the nature, scale and beneficiaries of 
the impact of UK universities’ research. It is based on an analysis of the 6,679 non-
redacted impact case studies that were submitted to the 2014 Research Excellence 
Framework (REF). Each case study aimed to showcase how research undertaken in 
UK Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) over the past 20 years has benefited society 
beyond academia – whether in the UK or globally. The case studies make an inspiring 
read that outline changes and benefits to the economy, society, culture, public  
policy and services, health, the environment and quality of life that have arisen  
from research.
A mix of text-mining techniques and qualitative analysis was used to synthesize 
the corpus of case studies. Text-mining itself can be dangerous and dirty: dangerous, 
as it is possible to misinterpret information in the text; and dirty, as it involves a lot 
of experimentation and trying by doing. Given the size of the dataset (more than 6 
million words in the ‘Details of the impact’ section of the case studies), text-mining 
was useful in producing an analysis of the general patterns and themes that could be 
described in the case studies.
In order to probe the data further, we supplemented the text-mining method with 
six focused ‘deep mine’ questions of more than 1,000 case studies, which were read 
and from which qualitative inferences were made. We consider the analysis presented 
in this report as ‘Version 1.0’, and we emphasize the caveats and limitations to our 
analysis that are set out in Chapter 1.
In order to help digest the large amount of data generated, a series of data 
visualizations are presented in the main body of the report. The sections below 
summarize the headline findings from the analysis, and cross-reference to the  
key visualizations.
The societal impact of research from UK Higher Education 
Institutions is considerable, diverse and fascinating
One of the most striking observations from the analysis of the REF case studies 
was the diverse range of contributions that UK HEIs have made to society. This is 
illustrated in a heat map of 60 impact topics by the 36 Units of Assessment (UOAs) 
(Figure 8; page 33), and the six deep mine analyses in Chapter 4, demonstrating that 
such diverse impacts occur from a diverse range of study disciplines.
The research underpinning societal impacts is multidisciplinary, 
and the social benefit arising from research is multi-impactful
The relationship between 149 fields of research, 36 UOAs and 60 impact topics is 
visualized in the alluvial diagram in Figure 12 (page 39). What is evident from this 
visualization is that multiple fields of research underpin the case studies, leading to 
multiple types of impact. Overall we identified 3,709 unique pathways to impact.
Different types of Higher Education Institutions specialize in 
different types of impact
Analysis of the impact topics by the size of HEI submission to REF 2014 illustrates 
that within this sample of case studies, small institutions are more likely to make 
Headline findings 
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a disproportionate contribution to an impact topic. As shown in Figure 11 (page 
37), although some larger institutions make large contributions to topics such as 
‘Clinical guidance’ and ‘Dentistry’, small institutions make a greater than anticipated 
contribution to topics such as ‘Sports’, ‘Regional innovation and enterprise’ and  
‘Arts and culture’.
UK Higher Education Institutions have a global impact
The map in Figure 13 (page 41) illustrates the geographical reach of the impacts of 
research undertaken over the past 20 years in UK HEIs. UK academics have made 
contributions to the wealth and well-being of all nations globally. The deep mine on 
the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China; page 66) illustrates the richness 
of impact in these economies.
The quantitative evidence supporting claims for impact was diverse 
and inconsistent, suggesting that the development of robust impact 
metrics is unlikely
While there was a large amount of numerical data included in the case studies, the 
way in which different numerical values were presented meant that the data could 
not be easily synthesized. Numerical values often differed in the units used, in the 
time periods used and in the assumptions underlying benefit calculations. For impact 
metrics to be developed such information would need to be measured, estimated and 
expressed in consistent ways using standard units and valuation approaches. However, 
there is a trade-off: one strength of the impact case studies is that they allow authors to 
select the appropriate and highly specific data to evidence the specific types of impact 
that they are claiming.
The impact case studies provide a rich resource for analysis, but the 
information is collected for assessment purposes and may need to 
be aligned for analysis purposes
REF is an assessment system, and our interests in this report are on the effective 
analysis of the case studies: at times these two purposes may play against each other. 
Future analyses could be improved by collecting more structured and standardized 
information (eg drop-down boxes to indicate funding sources, standardized 
currencies, methods and metrics to show financial impact). There are trade-offs to this 
suggestion to consider – such as the potential increased burden on case study authors, 
and the risk that diverse and heterogeneous impacts might be discouraged by a more 
prescriptive framework.
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The purpose of this report is to provide an initial assessment of the nature, scale and 
beneficiaries of the impact of UK universities’ research. It is based on a synthetic 
analysis of 6,679 non-redacted1 impact case studies that were submitted to the 2014 
Research Excellence Framework (REF). Each case study aims to showcase how 
research undertaken in UK universities over the past 20 years has benefited society 
beyond academia – whether in the UK or globally. The case studies outline changes 
and benefits to the economy, society, culture, public policy and services, health, the 
environment and quality of life. Specific examples include the following:
 Research showing the importance of same-day diagnostic tests for tuberculosis led 
to improvements in access to care and reductions in costs incurred by patients in 
Malawi, Nigeria, Yemen, Ethiopia, Nepal and elsewhere.
 The development of a super-repellent surface, created by plasmachemical 
techniques and invented by UK researchers, is used in millions of products 
worldwide, including mobile phones and hearing aids.
 Paralympic athletes’ performance was improved by investigating wheelchair 
propulsion and optimizing configurations for competitive sport.
 Editorial and biographic analysis of the work of Virginia Woolf directly fed into 
the composition of Vanessa and Virginia (2008), a novel by Susan Sellars about 
Woolf’s relationship with her sister, Vanessa Bell.
The remainder of this chapter provides a brief overview of the REF, describes how we 
used text-mining approaches to carry out a synthetic analysis of the case studies, and 
stresses the inevitable limitations and caveats associated with this approach. Chapter 2 
provides an overview of the submitted cases studies by institution, Unit of Assessment 
(UOA) and other meta-characteristics associated with the case studies. Chapters 3 and 
4 present an analysis of the nature, scale and beneficiaries of impact. Finally, Chapter 
5 sets out some concluding thoughts and recommendations for future iterations of the 
REF that arose during the project.
An overview of the Research Excellence Framework and impact 
case studies
The REF is a new system for assessing the quality of research in UK Higher Education 
Institutions (HEIs).2 It replaced the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), which has 
occurred on a (near-)quinquennial basis since 1986 (see Annex A for a brief history). The 
outcomes of REF 2014 were published in December 2014.3 The REF was undertaken 
by the four UK higher education funding bodies, but managed by the REF team based 
at the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) and overseen by the 
REF Steering Group consisting of representatives of the four funding bodies.
1 6,975 case studies were submitted to REF, of which 296 (c4%) were redacted and not part of this analysis.
2 See www.ref.ac.uk/ for further information [last accessed 27 February 2015].
3 See http://results.ref.ac.uk/ for results [last accessed 27 February 2015].
Introduction1 | 
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The outcomes of the REF are used in three ways:
1. Higher education funding bodies use the assessment outcomes to inform the 
selective allocation of their research funding to HEIs, with effect from the 2015–6 
academic year.
2.  The assessment provides accountability for public investment in research and 
produces evidence of the benefits of this investment.
3.  The assessment outcomes provide benchmarking information and establish 
reputational yardsticks.
The REF is a process of expert review. HEIs made submissions to 36 UOAs with 
submissions being assessed by an expert sub-panel within each, working under the 
guidance of four main panels, A to D.4 Sub-panels apply a set of generic assessment 
criteria to produce an overall quality profile for each submission (REF, 2011).
Impact is defined as ‘any effect on, change or benefit to the economy, 
society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or 
quality of life, beyond academia’
The allocation of research funding based on non-academic impact is relatively 
new, with the REF being the first example of its application across a research system 
(Morgan Jones and Grant, 2013). In 2006 a pilot exercise was carried out during 
the development of the national Research Quality Framework (RQF) in Australia, 
which would have introduced impact assessment into its national research assessment 
exercise (Roberts et al, 2005; Peacock et al, 2006; Donovan, 2008). This was dropped 
with a change of government in 2007 (Grant et al, 2010), although recently research 
impact assessment is back on the agenda (Australian Technology Network  
of Universities and Group of Eight, 2012; Morgan Jones et al, 2013).
In the UK, following a pilot exercise (Technopolis, 2010), the higher education 
funding bodies concluded that peer review of research impact case studies was a 
workable approach. It was decided that REF will assess universities on the basis of 
the quality of research outputs, the vitality of the research environment and the wider 
impact of research. The weighting for the impact assessment part of the REF was 20% 
of the total assessment in 2014, and there is a call from some for this to be increased to 
25% in the future (Witty, 2013), as originally proposed by the funding bodies.
Impact is defined as ‘any effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, 
culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond 
academia’ (REF, 2011). An impact case study is a short four-page document which  
has five sections: 
1. Summary of the impact
2. A description of the underpinning research
3. References to the research
4. Details of the impact, and 
5. Sources to corroborate the impact.
Each case study is assessed by using two criteria: 
1. Reach – ‘the spread or breadth of influence or effect on the relevant constituencies’, and
2. Significance – ‘the intensity or the influence or effect’.
4 Throughout this document we refer to the main panels as ‘panels’, unless we are referring to sub-panels, in which case 
the term ‘sub-panel’ is used. 
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These assessments are used to generate a sub-profile of impact case studies for each 
of the submissions on a four-point scale. In total, approximately £1.6 billion worth of 
public funding over the next five years will be determined by impact case studies.
The deadline for REF 2014 was 29 November 2013, when 154 HEIs submitted 
52,077 Category A full-time equivalent (FTE) staff, 191,232 research outputs and 
6,975 impact case studies.5 The results were published on 18 December 2014.6 The 
case studies contain a unique snapshot of the contributions that result from research 
and knowledge mobilization activities that have been undertaken in UK HEIs over 
the past 20 years.
Purpose of this report
This report was commissioned by HEFCE and its partners,7 and is part of a wider 
project led by Digital Science (a division of Macmillan Science and Education) 
working in conjunction with its sister organization, the Nature Publishing Group, and 
The Policy Institute at King’s and Department of Digital Humanities at King’s College 
London. The overall project had two aims:
1. Make the impact case studies freely available in a form and format that will enable 
any researcher to carry out analysis, using a range of techniques and methods 
including automated text-mining.
2. Carry out a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the impact case studies, to 
extract common themes and messages that will form evidence of the broad impact 
of higher education research on wider society.
The first objective is delivered through an online searchable database which has been 
developed by Digital Science.8 The second objective is delivered through this report, 
led by the team at King’s College London. In the request for proposal (RfP), HEFCE 
and its partners identified a set of key questions that it wished to address. These are 
summarized in Figure 1 and listed in full in Annex B although, as discussed below, 
given the timelines and analytical challenges, not all of the questions are addressed 
in this report. Indeed, it is anticipated that others will develop responses to these and 
other questions, and refine and improve on the analysis presented here.
Overview of methodological approach
With a large corpus of case studies to synthesize and time constraints on the project, 
we had to use a variety of text-mining techniques. Text-mining denotes a set of 
automated methods for interrogating a large volume of documents. As with any form 
of mining it can be dangerous and dirty: dangerous, as it is possible to misinterpret 
information in the text; and dirty, as it involves a lot of experimentation and ‘trying by 
doing’. For this reason we see the analysis presented in this report as ‘Version 1.0’, and 
hope that others in time will use these foundations to build on and improve. With this 
in mind we will describe the process in detail in a technical paper.9
We adopted three broad approaches to our analysis using text-mining: topic 
modelling, keyword searching and information extraction. Topic models aim to 
uncover hidden thematic structures or ‘topics’ that occur in a collection of documents 
(Blei, 2012). A topic consists of a cluster of words or phrases that frequently occur in 
similar contexts. Keyword searches allowed us to look for specific instances of impact. 
Information extraction occurred when we matched third party information with the 
case studies, typically around proper nouns such as countries, cities and institutions. 
5 See www.ref.ac.uk/ for further information [last accessed 27 February 2015].
6 See http://results.ref.ac.uk/ for results [last accessed 27 February 2015].
7 Scottish Funding Council, Higher Education Funding Council for Wales, Department for Employment and Learning 
Northern Ireland, Research Councils UK and the Wellcome Trust.
8 http://impact.ref.ac.uk/casestudies
9 Please contact the authors if you are interested in receiving the paper when published. The topic modelling was 
performed using the Mallet open source package: we can make available details of the topics trained on the dataset of 
case studies, so others can reconstruct our analysis or apply our topics to other data by using the ‘infer-topics’ function.
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Figure 1: Project schema relating key analytical questions with methods and report structure
Topic modelling
Information extraction
Keyword-in-context
Qualitative analysis
1. What types of impact outcomes have been submitted?
2. What are the pathways by which different types of 
impact outcome have been realised?
3. To what extent are “negative” findings and “learning” 
type impacts included?
4. What are the time lags between underpinning 
research and impact outcome exampled in the impact 
case studies?
5. What quantitative data (for inputs and/or outcomes) 
can be extracted and synthesised from the impact 
case studies e.g. commercialisation revenue, visitor 
numbers? Is it possible to estimate overall return on 
investment figures?
6. Do the case studies contain quantitative information on 
impact outcome that is sufficiently common and general 
to be developed into metrics of research impact?
7. According to the impact case studies, what types 
of research users benefit from HE research, and to 
what extent?
8. What are the characteristics of the underpinning 
research outputs on which impact case studies are 
based (in terms of methodologies, approaches or 
research topics and inter-disciplinarity?)
9. Can we learn anything about how research 
collaboration affects impact?
10. How does the impact described in the REF case 
studies relate to the Government’s Industrial Strategy 
and other devolved administration economic/
industry strategies?
11. Can we learn anything about connections between 
social and economic impact and citation impact?
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Box A: Summary of text-mining approaches
Text and data-mining (TDM) is the process of deriving information from 
machine-read material. It works by copying large quantities of material, 
extracting the data and recombining it to identify patterns.
Text-mining has become an accepted method in many areas of scientific 
analysis to deal with the fast-growing number of texts and documents with 
which researchers have to work. Text-mining techniques have been successfully 
applied to analyse specific kinds of diabetes from UK PubMed Central, a 
large archive of full-text content in biomedicine and health, as well as in the 
humanities, to deal with millions of books that an individual researcher cannot 
read without help.10
All these domains have in common natural language processing, statistical 
modelling and machine learning techniques that help turn texts into 
research outputs by opening up the underlying semantics of textual content. 
Computationally this is a challenging task, because natural language texts 
are inconsistent and full of ambiguities that are often easier for humans to 
understand than for computers to process. Such ambiguities might include 
homonyms, where the meaning of the word only becomes clear from its 
context, to irony, where words are used to express a different meaning from 
their literal one.
Text-mining entails a range of applications and methods that often are used 
together to achieve the best possible results.11 Broadly speaking, the first step is 
that a relevant collection of documents is selected. The second step is to extract 
structured data in a machine-readable format from these documents. Part-of-
speech entities such as subject and noun phrases might be tagged. In the third 
step, useful information is extracted. Based on the discovered part-of-speech 
relationships, for instance, specific entities such as location or organization 
names are extracted. The final step discovers new knowledge and relationships 
in the documents.
For this study we have used a number of mature and well-developed text-
mining techniques to answer specific challenges.
 Topic modelling was used to determine common topics across the whole 
corpus. Sixty-five topics were found (of which 60 were used) using the 
Apache Mallet Toolkit Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm.12 
Topics are based on the frequency with which certain related words appear. 
A document about cars will have, next to car, terms such as ‘driving’, 
‘motor’, etc. The topics are finally weighted according to how much they 
describe the parts of the document collection.
 Information extraction techniques aim to extract automatically structured 
information from unstructured documents. These are often highly complex 
tasks that work best in well-defined sub-domains such as news articles or 
company email archives. Typical subtasks of information extraction include 
named entity recognition, where the names of people, organizations, etc. 
are extracted, co-referencing of extracted named entities and relationship 
extraction. This was used to identify references to geographic locations.
 Keyword-in-context (KWIC). KWIC was used originally in text-mining to 
represent each keyword in a collection within the context it might appear. It 
is used in our analysis to develop an alphabetical list of keywords displayed 
with their surrounding text (word) context. This helps to disambiguate the 
meaning of these keywords.
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As summarized in Figure 1 (page 15), we used topic models to identify and 
describe different types of impact. We typically used keywords to select a set of case 
studies that we read and analysed using qualitative approaches. We used information 
extraction approaches and keywords to identify and describe different regional groups 
(or beneficiaries). Box A and Annex C provide a technical summary of the text-mining 
approaches and as noted above, further detail will be made available in a forthcoming 
technical paper.
To help us prioritize our analysis we hosted a workshop in November 2014. At this 
workshop we asked participants to review the key questions that were identified in 
the RfP, and to articulate some specific questions that we could use to illustrate the 
richness of the information contained in the case studies (these are reported as ‘deep 
mines’ in Chapter 4). The results of the workshop are provided in Annex B.10 11 12
Caveats and limitations of analysis
There are a number of very important challenges we encountered in our analysis, and 
these need to be taken into account in reading this report. These fall into two groups: 
the first relate to the limitations of our analysis, and the second to the limitations of the 
case studies as research material.
With regard to limitations in the analysis, there are two points to consider. The 
first is the time period in which the analysis was undertaken. The project ran for 
six months, of which about half was dedicated to text-mining and the remainder 
to quality assurance, analysis and reporting. The nature of this type of exercise 
means that it is inevitably iterative, with each iteration improving the specificity and 
accuracy of what we were doing. With more time we would have been able to review 
and improve the text-mining approaches. Moreover, we know and accept that in our 
analyses there will be examples of false positives: that is, the inclusion of case studies 
that are not actually associated with the context of what we were analysing.
The second challenge was associated with the way in which the case studies were 
structured. With the benefit of hindsight, our analysis would have been much easier 
if the case studies had greater structure and used standardized definitions. Given 
that the case studies spanned a 20-year period, organization names have changed in 
that time and keyword searches were not sophisticated enough to capture some key 
information. For example, a drop-down list of funders for case study authors would 
have enabled that information to be captured in a structured way. Additionally, we 
came across examples of people using the same quantifiable information to evidence 
impact, but using different (and thus non-comparable) definitions. A list of standard 
definitions in future iterations of REF would facilitate some of the analyses that we 
present in subsequent chapters.
There were three challenges associated with the limitations of the case studies as 
research material. The first was associated with the way that impact is articulated and 
described. The sentiment in the language of the case studies is universally positive, 
reflecting its purpose as part of an assessment process. The choice of language should 
have been moderated through expert review of the panels in assigning ‘quality profiles’ 
(or grades) (Manville et al, 2015a). However, this synthetic analysis does not take 
into account different quality profiles,13 and it is likely that it will include impacts that 
have been overstated in the case studies but moderated in the assessment. A more 
subtle point – and one for future research – is whether the use of professional writers 
influenced the vocabulary of the case studies, or whether the vocabulary used in 
different disciplines biases the formation of topics in the text-mining.
10 See www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/10/googles-ngram-viewer-goes-wild/280601/ for further information 
[last accessed 27 February 2015].
11 See www.jisc.ac.uk/reports/value-and-benefits-of-text-mining for further information [last accessed 27 February 2015].
12 See http://programminghistorian.org/lessons/topic-modeling-and-mallet for further information [last accessed 27 
February 2015].
13 Although it is worth noting that 84% of the case studies were rated as 4* (world leading) or 3* (internationally excellent).
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The second challenge was that the corpus of case studies described a very selective 
set of impacts, complied with a specific set of ‘rules’ as defined in the REF guidance 
documents (REF, 2011; 2012). We know from other work, for example, that certain 
types of impacts were deemed to be ‘too risky’ for submissions, as there was perceived 
ambiguity in the guidance documents (Manville et al, 2015b).
The third challenge is that in reading a selection of case studies, we came across 
examples of identical or near-identical submissions, and thus there is a risk of double 
counting in our analysis.14 We used Latent Semantic Analysis to assess the degree of 
similarity across the case studies, and identified around 100 pairs of documents with a 
high degree of text similarity. Of these, 81 had been submitted either to two different 
UOAs but usually by the same university, or by two different universities but usually 
to the same UOA. However, there were a dozen instances of these similar documents 
being submitted by different universities to different UOAs, suggesting a degree of co-
operation and collaboration between the research teams involved.
In highlighting these important caveats we do not wish to undermine the analysis 
in the subsequent chapters, rather to help frame its interpretation. Although implicit 
throughout the report, we also should emphasize that everything we have reported is 
a result of analysis on the written text describing impact within the REF impact case 
studies, and not an analysis of impact per se. Indeed, in Chapter 5 we reflect on how 
lessons can be learned from this pioneering assessment to ensure that future large-scale 
research impact assessment – and particularly the analysis of those assessments – can 
be improved.
14 REF guidance indicates: ‘Where more than one submitting unit made a distinct and material research contribution to 
an impact, each of those submitting units may submit a case study of the impact. However, the case studies should not 
be identical, because each submitting unit will need to show that its research made a distinct and material contribution 
to the impact. This applies whether an HEI wishes to submit the same impact in different submissions, or different HEIs 
wish to submit the same impact’. See http://www.ref.ac.uk/about/guidance/faq/ for further information [last accessed 
27 February 2015]
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This chapter summarizes the basic characteristics associated with the case studies and 
used in the descriptive analyses in subsequent chapters. This includes information on 
submitting Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), distributions by Unit of Assessment 
(UOA) and the four main panels, and the field of research (FOR) underpinning the 
impact described in the case studies.
A total of 6,975 case studies were submitted to the Research 
Excellence Framework, of which 6,679 form the basis of the 
synthetic analysis
As summarized in Table 1, 6,975 case studies were submitted to the Research 
Excellence Framework (REF), although 296 of these were excluded from our analysis 
as they were wholly redacted.15 A further 428 case studies were partially redacted: 
that is, elements of the text are removed from public versions of the case studies and 
the redacted text is not used in the text-mining.
The distribution of analysed case studies across the panels was broadly even, ranging 
from 22% (Panel B – which had the highest rate of redaction and partial redaction) to 
30% (Panel C). Broadly speaking, Panel A focuses on the life sciences, Panel B on the 
engineering and physical sciences, Panel C on the social sciences and Panel D on the 
arts and humanities.
A total of 154 Higher Education Institutions made Research 
Excellence Framework submissions, with the number of case 
studies per submission ranging from 2 to 260
The size of submissions from HEIs was heavily skewed, as illustrated in Figure 216: 
the largest number of case studies submitted was 260, and the smallest was 2 case 
studies.17 The median size of submission was 28 case studies. To aid analysis we split 
the HEIs into three groups, based on the size of the submission:18
 Group I – the 25 HEIs which accounted for half of all the case studies formed
 Group II – the 39 HEIs which accounted for the next 30% of case studies
 Group III – the 90 HEIs which accounted for the remaining 20% of submitted  
case studies
15 When making submissions, HEIs were able to identify specific case studies that either should not be published at all due 
to their confidential nature, or that should be redacted prior to publication. HEIs were able to provide redacted versions 
suitable for publication after the close of submissions. 
16 In Figure 2 (and the subsequent analysis of HEIs) there are 153 institutions. This is because one HEI only submitted joint 
submissions with another HEI. 
17 The minimum number of case studies for a submission was two. 
18 A similar grouping was used in selected HEIs for the evaluation submission preparation for impact assessment (Manville 
et al, 2015a), and for the evaluation of how panels assessed case studies (Manville et al, 2015b). 
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Table 1: Distribution of submitted case studies by panel and redaction status
Panel A 
(Life  
sciences)
Panel B 
(Engineering  
and Physical 
sciences)
Panel C 
(Social  
sciences)
Panel D 
(Arts & 
humanities)
Total
Total number of 
submitted case studies
1,621 1,667 2,040 1,647 6,975
Number of redacted 
case studies 
(% of total number of 
submitted case studies 
by panel)
27
2%
182
11%
67
3%
20
1%
296
4%
Total number of case 
studies analysed 
(as % of all analysed 
case studies)
1,594
24%
1,485
22%
1,973
30%
1,627
24%
6,679
Number of partially 
redacted case studies 
(% of total number of 
submitted case studies 
by panel)
87
5%
209
13%
75
4%
57
3%
428
6%
The number of case studies analysed by Units of Assessment 
ranged from 51 to 413
There was an eight-fold difference in the number of case studies analysed across 
the 36 UOAs. The UOA with the largest number of case studies was Business and 
management studies (UOA 19) with 413 case studies, and the smallest Civil and 
construction engineering (UOA 14) with 51 (Table 2, page 23).
The research underpinning the case studies was multidisciplinary 
and diverse
As part of the database curation, Digital Science tagged the research descriptions 
within the ‘Underpinning research’ (Section 2) of the case studies using FORs 
developed by the Australian and New Zealand Statistical Bureaus.19 FORs allow 
research and development (R&D) activity to be categorized according to the 
methodology used in the R&D, rather than the activity of the unit performing the 
R&D or the purpose of the R&D. The FOR is a hierarchical classification with three 
levels: namely, 22 divisions (two digits), 157 groups (four digits) and 1,238 fields 
(six digits), with each level identified by a unique number.20 Classification of the 
underpinning research in the impact case studies required the use of 149 out of the 157 
available four-digit group codes. The assignment of codes was made in an automated 
way by semantic analysis of the text describing the research activity. Up to three FOR 
codes were assigned to each case study, in order to allow for multidisciplinary and 
interdisciplinary research. Manual checking was used to validate these assignments, 
and some reclassification was applied where inappropriate assignments had been made.
19 http://www.arc.gov.au/pdf/ANZSRC_FOR_codes.pdf [last accessed 27 February 2015]
20 The FOR has three hierarchical levels, namely divisions (at the broadest level), groups and fields (at the finest level). The 
division represents a broad subject area or research discipline, while groups and fields within represent increasingly 
detailed dissections of these categories. Divisions, groups and fields are assigned unique two-digit, four-digit and six-digit 
codes respectively. The FOR classification has 22 divisions, 157 groups and 1,238 fields. The hierarchical structure of 
the FOR is as illustrated as follows: Division 02 Physical Sciences; Group 0206 Quantum Physics; Field 020603 Quantum 
Information, Computation and Communication.
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Figure 2: Distribution of number of case studies submitted to REF 2014 by HEIs, split into three groups for analysis
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Table 2: Number of analysed case studies by UOA211 
21 The colour shading in this table is to provide a key to the visualizations that are presented in subsequent chapters. Each UOA has a different tone of a colour that is 
associated with the main panels. 
Panel Unit of assessment
Number of 
case studies
% of total
Pa
ne
l A
UOA 1 Clinical medicine 383 6%
UOA 2 Public health, health services and primary care 163 2%
UOA 3 Allied health professions, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy 347 5%
UOA 4 Psychology, psychiatry, neuroscience 318 5%
UOA 5 Biological sciences 257 4%
UOA 6 Agriculture, veterinary and food science 126 2%
Pa
ne
l B
UOA 7 Earth systems and environmental sciences 171 3%
UOA 8 Chemistry 125 2%
UOA 9 Physics 182 3%
UOA 10 Mathematical sciences 210 3%
UOA 11 Computer science and informatics 253 4%
UOA 12 Aeronautical, mechanical, chemical and manufacturing engineering 124 2%
UOA 13 Electrical and electronic engineering, metallurgy and materials 127 2%
UOA 14 Civil and construction engineering 51 1%
UOA 15 General engineering 242 4%
Pa
ne
l C
UOA 16 Architecture, built environment and planning 141 2%
UOA 17 Geography, environmental studies and archeology 235 4%
UOA 18 Economics and econometrics 98 1%
UOA 19 Business and management studies 413 6%
UOA 20 Law 217 3%
UOA 21 Politics and international studies 167 3%
UOA 22 Social work and social policy 187 3%
UOA 23 Sociology 97 1%
UOA 24 Anthropology and development studies 80 1%
UOA 25 Education 214 3%
UOA 26 Sport and exercise sciences, leisure and tourism 124 2%
Pa
ne
l D
UOA 27 Area studies 69 1%
UOA 28 Modern languages and linguistics 190 3%
UOA 29 English language and literature 283 4%
UOA 30 History 263 4%
UOA 31 Classics 59 1%
UOA 32 Philosophy 98 1%
UOA 33 Theology and religious studies 75 4%
UOA 34 Art and design: history, practice and theory 236 4%
UOA 35 Music, drama, dance and performing arts 196 3%
UOA 36 Communication, cultural and media studies, library and information management 158 2%
Total 6,679 100%
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As illustrated in Figure 3, 15,963 FOR codes were assigned to the 6,679 case 
studies. Just under two-thirds of the case studies had two or more two-digit codes (out 
of a possible 22), providing an indication of the high degree of interdisciplinarity in the 
research underpinning the impact case studies. The vast majority (87%) of case studies 
had two or three four-digit codes assigned, illustrating the multidisciplinary nature of 
the underpinning research.
Figure 4 plots the relationship between the FORs (on the left-hand side) and UOAs 
(on the right-hand side). What is evident from this visualization is that multiple FORs 
underpin the case studies and this is weakly correlated with the UOA. In other words, 
the underpinning research within UOAs is multidisciplinary in its own right. 
That said, 75% of all the assigned codes were for 36 fields (as illustrated in Figure 5, 
page 26). The most common field of research was public health (accounting for about 
10% of all assigned codes), followed by historical studies, cultural studies and policy  
and administration.
Figure 3: Number of FOR codes assigned to case study
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Figure 4: Alluvial diagram linking FORs with UOAs
Field of Research
UOA 1
UOA 2
UOA 3
UOA 4
UOA 5
UOA 6
UOA 7
UOA 8
UOA 9
UOA 10
UOA 11
UOA 12
UOA 13
UOA 14
UOA 15
UOA 16
UOA 17
UOA 18
UOA 19
UOA 20
UOA 21
UOA 22
UOA 23
UOA 24
UOA 25
UOA 26
UOA 28
UOA 29
UOA 27
UOA 30
UOA 31
UOA 32
UOA 33
UOA 34
UOA 36
UOA 35
Accounting, auditing and accountability
Aerospace engineering
Agricultural biotechnology
Agriculture, land and farm management
Analytical chemistry
Animal production
Anthropology
Applied economics
Applied ethics
Applied mathematics
Archaeology
Architecture
Art theory and criticism
Astronomical and space sciences
Atmospheric sciences
Atomic, molecular, nuclear, particle and plasma physics
Automotive engineering
Biochemistry and cell biology
Biomedical engineering
Building
Business and management
Cardiorespiratory medicine and haematology
Chemical engineering
Civil engineering
Classical physics
Clinical sciences
Cognitive sciences
Commercial services
Communication and media studies
Communications technologies
Complementary and alternative medicine
Computation theory and mathematics
Computer hardware
Computer software
Condensed matter physics
Criminology
Crop and pasture production
Cultural studies
Curatorial and related studies
Curriculum and pedagogy
Data format
Demography
Dentistry
Design practice and management
Distributed computing
Ecological applications
Ecology
Econometrics
Economic theory
Education systems
Electrical and electronic engineering
Engineering design
Environmental engineering
Environmental science and management
Evolutionary biology
Film, television and digital media
Fisheries sciences
Food sciences
Forestry sciences
Genetics
Geochemistry
Geology
Geomatic engineering
Geophysics
Historical studies
History and philosophy of speciﬁc ﬁelds
Horticultural production
Human geography
Human movement and sports science
Immunology
Industrial biotechnology
Information systems
Inorganic chemistry
Interdisciplinary engineering
Journalism and professional writing
Language studies
Law
Library and information studies
Linguistics
Literary studies
Macromolecular and materials chemistry
Manufacturing engineering
Maritime engineering
Marketing
Materials engineering
Mathematical physics
Mechanical engineering
Medical biochemistry and metabolomics
Medical biotechnology
Medical microbiology
Medical physiology
Medicinal and biomolecular chemistry
Microbiology
Nanotechnology
Neurosciences
Numerical and computational mathematics
Nursing
Nutrition and dietetics
Oceanography
Oncology and carcinogenesis
Ophthalmology and optometry
Optical physics
Organic chemistry
Other agricultural and veterinary sciences
Other biological sciences
Other built environment and design
Other chemical sciences
Other earth sciences
Other economics
Other education
Other language, communication and culture
Other law and legal studies
Other medical and health sciences
Other philosophy and religious studies
Other physical sciences
Other psychology and cognitive sciences
Other studies in creative arts and writing
Other studies in human society
Other technology
Paediatrics and reproductive medicine
Performing arts and creative writing
Pharmacology and pharmaceutical sciences
Philosophy
Physical chemistry (incl. Structural)
Physical geography and environmental geoscience
Physiology
Plant biology
Policy and administration
Political science
Psychology
Public health and health services
Pure mathematics
Quantum physics
Religion and religious studies
Resources engineering and extractive metallurgy
Social work
Sociology
Soil sciences
Specialist studies in education
Statistics
Theoretical and computational chemistry
Tourism
Transportation and freight services
Urban and regional planning
Veterinary sciences
Visual arts and crafts
Zoology
Unit of Assessment
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Figure 5: Most commonly assigned codes (top 75 % of all codes assigned)
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This chapter examines different types of research impact, looks at its international 
spread, explores who benefits and examines the time lag between the underpinning 
research and the realization of the impact. As noted in Chapter 1, we used topic 
modelling to capture different types of impact. Topic modelling is the statistical 
analysis of a corpus of documents, in this case the ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 
4) of the 6,679 impact case studies. At the outset of the project we reviewed various 
frameworks and taxonomies of impact, but concluded that these were often context-
specific and, with some exceptions, conceptual. 
One of the advantages of the REF case studies is that they allow scholars to develop 
empirically derived taxonomies of impact. With this in mind we identified 65 potential 
topics for initial analysis. It became apparent that five of the topics were not relevant 
in identifying impacts: that is, they had words associated with the assessment process 
rather than substantive impact. In other words, our analysis is based on 65 topics, but 
we present only 60 of them: these topics are used to examine the nature of research 
impact (see Annex D for list of the 60 topics with the top nine words and Annex C for 
a methodological summary).21 
The topics are based on the c6.2 million words harvested from the ‘Details of the 
impact’ (Section 4) of the case studies; c3.7 million words (c60%) remained after ‘stop’ 
words (eg ‘and’, ‘but’, etc.) were removed. This resulted in c100,000 unique words.  
To provide an overview of the text analysis, we generated a word cloud (Figure 6  
and report cover) for which we excluded words that were mentioned 10 or fewer  
times (leaving c20,000 unique words), with the word cloud showing the most  
frequent 684 words.22
22 We used the word cloud generator www.jasondavies.com/wordcloud/ for this visualization. 
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Figure 6: Word cloud of most frequent words from the ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4) of the case studies
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Figure 7 illustrates the relationships between the 60 topics. As can be seen in 
the outer circle, the largest topic is ‘Informing government policy’23, followed by 
‘Parliamentary scrutiny’24 and ‘Technology commercialization’25. Each case study 
could be tagged to up to three topics, and the lines between the topics illustrate these 
relationships. For example, the thickest line is between ‘Informing government policy’ 
and ‘Parliamentary scrutiny’, showing that these two topics were most frequently 
associated across the case studies; followed closely by the relationship between 
‘Informing government policy’ and ‘Community and local government’26 and  
between ‘Instrumentation’27 and ‘Technology commercialization’.
23 The top nine words related to this topic were: develop polici nation plan govern inform work strategi assess.  
Note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
24 The top nine words related to this topic were: polici govern report public uk committe debat evid commiss.  
Note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
25 The top nine words related to this topic were: technolog compani develop product univers commerci system market 
industri. Note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
26 The top nine words related to this topic were: local commun project citi council social peopl fund develop.  
Note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
27 The top nine words related to this topic were: laser instrument materi product process imag manufactur develop industri. 
Note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
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Figure 7: Chord diagram illustrating size and relationship of impact topics
Democracy and political engagement
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Different types of impact are more common in different disciplines
The heat map in Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of topics in the case studies by 
UOA and panels. To aid the reading of Figure 8 we have ordered the topics by the 
panel in which they frequently occur. Within each cell in the heat map is a circle 
that illustrates the proportion of case studies that have been allocated to a topic for 
the given UOA. For example, in the top left-hand corner for the UOA 1 (Clinical 
medicine), 41% of case studies were allocated to the ‘Clinical guidance’28 topic (fourth 
from the left). From this figure there are a number of important observations.  
First, there is a clear relationship between the type of impact and the UOA. So for 
example, in Panel A the topics are associated with health impacts (such as the topic 
‘Clinical guidance’, which occurs 303 times for the 1,594 Panel A case studies, ie 
19%); while in Panel D the topics are associated with a diverse range of engagement 
activities, with ‘Media’29 being the most common (occurring 424 times in the 1,627 
Panel D case studies, ie 26%). Second, there are important examples of topics that cut 
across a number of UOAs. For example, ‘Technology commercialization’ cuts across 
Panels A and B, while ‘Informing government policy’ occurs in all four panels, albeit 
less so in Panel D.  
28 The top nine words related to this topic were: guidelin patient clinic treatment recommend stroke nice risk trial.  
Note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
29 The top nine words related to this topic were: public bbc media radio programm interview time broadcast articl.  
Note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
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Figure 8: Heat map illustrating distribution of topics by UOA and main panels
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In order to assess further the degree of multiple impacts we analysed the distribution 
of UOAs within the 60 topics, as illustrated in the impact wheels in Figures 9 and 
10. Figure 9 illustrates how the topic ‘Schools and education’30 is distributed across 
the four main panels and 36 UOAs. To ease interpretation we have colour-coded the 
panels and used different shades of the same colour to indicate associated UOAs. For 
example, Panel A is coloured red, with units 1–6 in different shades of red. The size of 
the spokes in the impact wheels indicate the frequency with which that topic occurred 
in that UOA: in Figure 9 the longest spoke is for UOA 25 (Education), indicating that 
69% of case studies in that UOA were assigned to the topic ‘Schools and education’.31 
In Figure 10 we have provided abridged impact wheels for all 60 topics (and the 
underlying data are provided online32).
30 The top nine words related to this topic were: educ school teacher student teach learn univers develop curriculum.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
31 Recalling that assignment meant that the topic was in the top three highest ranking topics for each case study.
32 www.hefce.ac.uk/analysisREFimpact/
Figure 9: Impact wheel (‘Schools and education’, n=381)
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Figure 10: Simplified impact wheels for all 60 topics
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Different types of Higher Education Institutions specialize in 
different types of impact
Figure 11 distributes the topics by the type of HEI using the three size groups 
described in Chapter 2. As mentioned previously, Group I is the 25 research-intensive 
HEIs which accounted for half of all the case studies. The 39 HEIs that accounted 
for the next 30% of case studies were Group II and the final 90 HEIs accounting 
for the remaining 20% of submitted case studies were Group III. If there were no 
specialization, one would expect that for a given topic 50% of the case studies would 
be Group I, 30% Group II and 20% Group III, as illustrated by the vertical lines in  
the figure.
We have ordered Figure 11 by topics that have the greatest variance from this 
expected distribution. As can be seen, the Group I HEIs make a disproportionate 
contribution to the ‘Clinical guidance’ and ‘Dentistry’33 topics, and the Group II HEIs 
to ‘Marine and ocean science’34 and ‘Work, labour and employment’ 35. Perhaps the 
most interesting observation from Figure 11 is the degree of specialization of the Group 
III HEIs. As summarized in Table 3, for nine topics, 30% or more (versus an expected 
20%) of the case studies came from these less research-intensive HEIs. This may be a 
result of the selection of case studies for submission as much as specialization itself.
Table 3: Topics where less research-intensive Group III HEIs make a  
disproportionate contribution
Topic 
(Top nine words associated with topic)
Proportion of case studies 
from Group III HEIs 
(expected = 20%)
Sports
(sport game coach footbal athlet olymp perform physic player)
45%
Regional innovation and enterprise
(innov busi region sme birmingham enterpris support programm univers)
43%
Arts and culture
(art artist work cultur creativ project public audienc exhibit)
40%
Music, drama and performance
(music perform danc work sound audienc concert record festiv)
37%
Religion
(church religi christian religion faith cathol spiritu confer bibl)
35%
Women, gender and minorities
(women equal gender migrat divers ethnic commun group refuge)
32%
Schools and education
(educ school teacher student teach learn univers develop curriculum)
32%
Community and local government
(local commun project citi council social peopl fund develop)
31%
Asia
(china chines india arab indian asian intern east foreign)
30%
33 The top nine words related to this topic were: kcl dental drug oral treatment king prof scott health.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
34 The top nine words related to this topic were: marin fish fisheri sea coastal ship ocean manag environment.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
35 The top nine words related to this topic were: employ union labour trade work worker wage employe social.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
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Figure 11: Observed and expected distribution of topics by HEI group
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There is a diverse range of impact pathways
The alluvial diagram in Figure 12 relates the 149 FORs within the 36 UOAs with 
the 60 impact topics. We have used the same colour palette as for the impact wheels 
– where shades of red are for units in Panel A, shades of blue for Panel B, shades of 
purple for Panel C and shades of green for Panel D. While Figure 12 shows a lot of 
crossover between the FORs and impact topics, the most striking observation to be 
made is the 3,709 unique different ways that the research to impact pathway takes.
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Figure 12: Alluvial diagram linking FORs with UOAs to impact topics (impact pathways)
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UK Higher Education Institutions have a global impact
The map in Figure 13 illustrates the geographical reach of the impacts of research that 
has been undertaken in UK HEIs over the past 20 years. The information presented in 
this figure was generated through combining information extraction of location names 
with a third-party database of geolocations (known as ‘geotagging’).36 Locations 
were tagged as either city, region or country, and form part of the searchable online 
database of case studies developed by Digital Science.37 Overall there were 23,420 
geotags in ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4) of the case studies (an average of three 
per case study): of these, 17,932 were outside the UK. 
The information presented in Figure 13 is at the country level, with cities and 
regions assigned to countries. As can be seen, UK academics have made contributions 
to all the countries of the world,38 although more than 48% of those mentions were in 
10 countries, as illustrated in Table 4.39 The nature of this impact is explored further 
in the ‘deep mine’ on the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) countries, which 
identifies both strategic (ie collaboration with an international partner organization 
was created to conduct the research) and incidental (ie positive but unintended 
outcome in the specified country as a result of the research) types of impact.
Table 4: Countries where UK research had the most instances where impact has been 
identified, as measured by mentions in ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4) of the case 
studies
Country Number of mentions
% of total 
(excluding UK)
United States 1,822 10%
Australia 1,078 6%
Canada 878 5%
Germany 864 5%
France 678 4%
Ireland 624 3%
China 619 3%
Netherlands 603 3%
India 492 3%
Italy 484 3%
36 Text was passed through the DBpedia Spotlight service (https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight/wiki) 
to search for named entities and linked to the GeoNames database (www.geonames.org/). Any countries, top-level 
administrative regions or cities with a population of more than 15,000 were tagged.
37 http://impact.ref.ac.uk/casestudies
38 The codes were assigned using the ISO 3166-1 standard. Currently 249 countries, territories or areas of geographical 
interest are assigned official codes in ISO 3166-1. A total of 205 codes were assigned from the case studies, which is 
higher than the official number recognized by the United Nations (as the ISO codes include unrecognized countries) – 
hence concluding that all countries in the world are geotagged.
39 The UK had the highest number of mentions at 5,308.
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Figure 13: The global reach of impacts arising from research undertaken in UK HEIs
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Research within UK higher education has had an impact on a wide 
range of stakeholder groups
Identifying the beneficiaries of impact from the case studies was one of the original 
aims of the synthetic analysis (Figure 1, page 15). Rather than search the database 
using our own pre-selected stakeholder groups, we focused on approaches that 
would let the data themselves generate stakeholder groups that could be considered 
beneficiaries or users of the impact described in the ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4) 
of the case studies. 
In order to do this, we initially used keyword-in-context (KWIC) to generate nouns 
(or noun groups) that occurred near the words “stakeholders”, “beneficiaries” and/or 
“users”, and identified a number of nouns that could be considered beneficiaries. We 
then conducted a keyword search on a selection of the noun groups identified in this 
way to see how they appeared in the different panels (Figure 14). As shown in Figure 
14, a wide variety of groups appear to have benefited from the research, with the 
caveat that further reading of these case studies would be needed to see if these nouns 
are used in the context of a beneficiary, or were simply referred to within the context 
of the research.
However, what can be seen from this text-mining exercise is that while there are 
groups potentially benefiting from the case studies relating to their field of research (eg 
writers benefiting from studies in Panel D, engineers benefiting from studies in Panel 
B), there are mentions of these potential beneficiaries across all the panels. Although 
this would have to be validated by further in-depth analysis of the case studies, it 
suggests that impact created can be cross-disciplinary and reaching a wide range of 
members of society.
We also examined the two impact topics that mapped directly onto stakeholder 
groups: ‘Children, young people and families’40 and ‘Women, gender and minorities’41. 
The impact wheels for both of these are shown in Figures 15 and 16 (page 44). Not 
surprisingly, the UOAs 22 and 25 (Social work and social policy and Education, 
respectively) involved case studies that focused on the stakeholders identified by 
the topic ‘Children, young people and families’. For the topic ‘Women, gender and 
minorities’, the UOAs in which this topic was prominent were UOAs 23 (Sociology) 
and 27 (Area studies).
These illustrative analyses suggest that there are clear mentions of beneficiaries 
within the corpus of data produced by the case study authors. Some of these may 
be potentially driving the research itself (and hence appear as a dominant topic), but 
other interesting stakeholder groups appear across the panels, which provides a rich 
data source for further analysis. We opted to use a combination of topic modelling and 
KWIC searches to identify the initial patterns illustrated here; further analyses would 
be necessary to sift through the results and find the case studies that actually use 
mentions of these nouns in the context of a beneficiary of the research, as opposed to 
participants or protagonists in the underpinning research. This method and approach 
is certainly worth exploring by analysts in future.
40 The top nine words related to this topic were: children child young parent famili imp programm work support.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
41 The top nine words related to this topic were: women equal gender migrat divers ethnic commun group refuge.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
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Figure 14: Distribution of potential beneficiaries of research found in case studies
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Figure 15: Impact wheel (‘Children, young people and families’, n=198)
Figure 16: Impact wheel (‘Women, gender and minorities’, n=112)
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The time it takes for research to have an impact varies by discipline
Figure 17 (page 46) illustrates that it takes an estimated three to nine years for 
research to have an impact on society, and that the speed by which that impact 
occurs varies by discipline. Each line in Figure 17 shows the time lag between the 
underpinning research and the broader impact by UOA and the four main panels. We 
have estimated the time lag as being from the lower quartile to 2010 (the midpoint of 
when impact was to occur: ie between 1 January 2008 and 31 July 2013, according to 
the REF criteria).
The dates for the research were extracted from the ‘References to the research’ 
(Section 3) of the case studies. This section allowed an ‘indicative maximum’ of six 
references, with references typically being to scholarly works or research grants. 
Dates were identified as being four-digit numerical figures starting with either ’19’ or 
‘20’ (eg 1928, 2010). We then calculated the median date, the lower quartile range 
(ie at the 25th percentile) and dates at the fifth percentile for each UOA and for the 
four main panels. We used the fifth percentile as a proxy for the minimum (ie oldest) 
date to exclude any erroneous information or ‘noise’ that could have occurred given 
the approach for data extraction.42 This approach meant that 97% of the dates were 
within the time window allowed by the REF guidance (REF, 2011) for ‘Underpinning 
research’ (Section 2) which was 1 January 1993 to 31 December 2013.43 This 
distribution of dates within the allowable time window for all case studies is illustrated 
in Figure 18 (page 46).
It is interesting to note that the estimated time lag for Panels A and B is similar, 
shorter for Panel C and longer for Panel D, giving a relative indication of how fast 
different research disciplines may have an impact. However, the absolute numbers 
should be treated with considerable caution, as they are a construct of the assessment 
structure and not validated by other sources of information on time lags. For example, 
in biomedical and health research, previous estimates have suggested a significantly 
longer lag of 15–20 years (Morris et al, 2011; Hanney et al, 2015), although Mansfield 
(1990) suggests technology lags of around eight years. Indeed, Figure 18 suggests that 
despite the allowable period for underpinning research stretching back to 1993, the 
majority of research cited was published since 2008. This may be an artefact of the 
way that case studies were selected and drafted for submission, and, if so, the reasons 
for this require further investigation.44
42 Given the information extraction approach, other numbers that met our criteria of being a ‘date’ could have been 
included. In the analysis this is unlikely to be an issue when looking at the median and interquartile ranges, but could 
erroneously affect the measurements of the minimum and maximum.
43 This could include, exceptionally, up to 1 January 1988 for some UOAs. Only 1.2% of dates fall within the period 1 January 
1988–1 January 1993.
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Figure 17: Estimated time lag by UOA and main panels 44 1 
44 Dates for the UOA 30 (History) were removed as they were off the scale (eg the 5th percentile was at 1948).
Figure 18: Dates of underpinning research
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Six ‘deep mines’ on impact4 | 
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This chapter presents a more focused and deeper analysis of the data in the impact 
case studies. This analysis serves to address a number of the key study questions (see 
Figure 1, page 15) through a series of focused assessments of selected subsets of case 
studies. The main advantage of doing this is that we could read the case studies and 
supplement the quantitative text-mining analysis with a more nuanced qualitative 
assessment. By taking this approach we illustrate both the richness of the case studies, 
as well as some of the challenges associated with their analysis. We termed this set of 
analyses ‘deep mines’ to capture the data-mining analogy, but also to emphasize  
their depth.
We have adopted this deep mine approach as initially we had envisaged being 
able to extract quantitative information and to group such information by various 
indicators, thus enabling us to develop return-on-investment type estimates and to 
contribute to the ongoing debate on the development of impact metrics.45 However, 
early on in our analysis it became apparent that such an approach was not feasible in 
the time available, for two crucial reasons. 
First, there was a very large amount46 of numerical data in the case studies that were 
inconsistently used and that would need converting to standard units. For example, 
financial information was expressed in various currencies, measures and calculations of 
health gain were inconsistent, and researchers used varying metrics for expressing the 
scale of interest for cultural impacts, such as exhibition visitors or online statistics. 
Second, some of this numerical data was not related to the actual impact, for 
example, being associated with background information (such as the size of a 
population) or, crucially, potential impact (eg the number of people who could benefit 
from a new drug).
We could have developed a number of different deep mines, but selected six based 
on our own preliminary analysis and the suggestions arising from the stakeholder 
workshop (Annex B). Four out of the six deep mines are broadly associated with one 
of the four main panels. The other two are relevant to all the panels. As with the other 
analyses presented in this report, we anticipate that others will pick up and develop 
these and other deep mines in the future.
The six deep mine questions were as follows:
1. What is the impact and value of research on clinical practice and health gain?
2. What has been the impact of research on industry in terms of spin-out companies, 
patents, or licences?
3. What has been the impact of research on public policy and parliamentary debate?
4. What has been the impact of research on film and theatre?
5. What has been the influence of the Wellcome Trust and British Academy?
6. What has been the impact of research on the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and 
China) countries?
45 http://hefce.ac.uk/whatwedo/rsrch/howfundr/metrics/ [last accessed 27 February 2015].
46 In ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4), we identified c70,000 pieces of numerical information, excluding dates.
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Over the following pages we examine these six questions. At the end of each section 
we provide a short commentary on some of the analytical challenges that we faced 
in each deep mine, along with some suggestions for further analyses that could be 
undertaken using similar approaches to those taken in this synthetic analysis.
Question 1: What is the impact and value of research on clinical 
practice and health gain?
Unsurprisingly, an important impact mechanism for biomedical and health research 
is through improvements in health. We found that 416 case studies (6% of the total) 
were tagged with the topic ‘Health care services’;47 326 (5% of total) were tagged with 
the topic ‘Clinical guidance’48 and 195 (3% of total) with the topic ‘Public health and 
prevention’.49 In this deep mine we focused our analysis on the ‘Clinical guidance’ 
topic and on an analysis of health gains using a keyword search.
Contributions to clinical guidance are predominantly present in health-related 
case studies
There are a number of different mechanisms or pathways by which biomedical and 
health research translates ‘from bench to bedside’. One path is for research to inform 
clinical guidelines: this was identified as one of the topics in the text-mining and 
labelled as ‘Clinical guidance’. Of the 326 case studies classified as addressing this 
topic, the vast majority (93%) were from Panel A, although as illustrated in Figure 19 
(page 50), there were examples from other panels. We note, in particular, the existence 
of this topic within ‘Sports and exercise’ (UOA 26). 
The citation of research in a clinical guideline provides an indicator that the research 
has moved into some formal recommendation for clinical practice in a health system 
– however, it is important to note that it does not necessarily mean that the practice 
has been taken up. Specific types of clinical guidelines in England and other parts 
of the UK are those that are produced by the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE)50. Since 2013 NICE has been established in primary legislation 
as a non-departmental public body and is responsible for developing guidance and 
quality standards in health and social care. A keyword search on the word “NICE” 
identifies 428 case studies; again, the majority of these are in Panel A, with a few 
exceptions (Figure 20, page 50). We note that this impact wheel is based on absolute 
numbers of case studies per UOA.
Approaches to calculate and express value of health gain vary across case studies
One approach for calculating the health gain from an intervention is to use Quality 
Adjusted Life Years (QALYs), where one QALY is a measure of the health gain from  
a treatment equivalent to one year of perfect health. Health economists can use a ratio 
of cost-to-health gain to assess whether a new technology or intervention is cost-
effective, and NICE guidance methods currently refer to a threshold range of £20,000 
to £30,000 per QALY (NICE, 2008). Thus it is possible to monetize a health gain 
using the value of a QALY in assessing the cost-effectiveness of an intervention.
Therefore, we did a keyword search on the term “QALY” and identified 25 case 
studies (all but two from Panel A). We read these case studies and determined that for 
14 of them, the QALY was being used to illustrate cost-effectiveness of interventions; 
but for the remaining 11, researchers evidenced and monetized the actual or potential 
health gain arising from the underpinning research in the case studies.  
For these case studies, we were able to then estimate the potential value of the net total 
gain to be (very crudely) around £2 billion in the impact period 2008 to 2012. 
47 The top nine words related to this topic were: health care servic nh hospit patient nation improv practic. Please note the 
words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
48 The top nine words related to this topic were: guidelin patient clinic treatment recommend stroke nice risk trial. Please note 
the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
49 The top nine words related to this topic were: health screen hiv vaccin women programm recommend prevent nation. 
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
50 http:// nice.org.uk/about [last accessed 27 February 2015].
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Figure 19: Impact wheel (‘Clinical guidance’, n=326)
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Figure 20: Impact wheel for case studies containing keyword “NICE” (n=428)
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In order to obtain this figure we calculated the monetary benefit from data given 
in the case studies by the authors, but had to supplement and manipulate it in various 
ways due to a number of key issues that arose. First, the information presented in these 
case studies was neither consistent nor standardized. Some case studies presented the 
QALY gain for an individual patient, others for a patient population. Second, while 
some provided an estimate of the net monetary benefit, they used different figures for 
the value of a QALY (ranging from £25,000 to £40,000). Finally, in some of the case 
studies we had to go to the cited material to find additional information, and in one 
case we referred to an external source of information that was not cited in the case 
study (it was published after the case study had been submitted).
Lessons learned
There are two key lessons arising from this deep mine on the value of health gains 
arising from research. First, we note that it may be possible, with additional work, to 
use the case studies as a source for developing return-on-investment-type figures (one 
of the key questions identified for this synthetic review). With more time it would be 
feasible to look at the other case studies which, at minimum, cite “NICE” or fit within 
the ‘Clinical guidance’ topic and, crucially, with additional work, generate estimates 
of health gain and monetize these. Not all of those case studies citing “NICE” or 
fitting within the ‘Clinical guidance’ topic would be relevant or amenable to such 
an analysis, illustrating the importance of reading the case studies to supplement the 
strengths of text-mining techniques in identifying them. Furthermore, in such an 
exercise one would want to validate the claims and normalize the assumptions and 
impact models. 
Second, a further lesson is one we learned on reading the case studies in more 
detail and noting the variance in the way that the data are presented in each case 
study. In order to facilitate future analyses of this kind, or indeed other types of 
return-on-investment analyses, future iterations of REF could provide guidelines for 
the way that the evidence in the case studies is presented. For example, where case 
studies contribute to NICE guidelines, they should be encouraged to provide a total 
health gain estimate (ie total number of QALYs gained, for a given population, over a 
specified time period), and use a standard value for a QALY.
Question 2: What has been the impact of research on industry in 
terms of spin-outs, patents, or licences?
Understanding the direct economic impact of research remains a common pursuit of 
various value-for-money and return-on-investment studies. As with the other deep 
mines, a consistent and systematic search on all returns was not possible because of the 
way that the information is collated. Our approach involved searching for case studies 
that would suggest actual or potential commercialization. 
Initially we focused on the topics and noted that from the 60 topics used in our 
analysis, three of them were oriented towards the commercialization of research and 
a potential direct financial return: ‘Business and industry’51 (n=320, 5% of all case 
studies), ‘Regional innovation and enterprise’52 (n=97, 1% of all case studies) and 
‘Technology commercialization’53 (n=882, 13% of all case studies). 
However, on reading a selection of case studies in more depth, we noted that those 
tagged by the first two topics (‘Business and industry’ and ‘Regional innovation 
and enterprise’) focused mostly on either the process of commercialization and 
enterprise (eg training in entrepreneurship, manufacturing processes), or the study 
of such processes (ie the subjects of management and business schools). The case 
51 The top nine words related to this topic were: compani busi manag industri product market servic improv sector.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
52 The top nine words related to this topic were: innov busi region sme birmingham enterpris support programm univers. 
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
53 The top nine words related to this topic were: technolog compani develop product univers commerci system market 
industry. Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
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studies in the third topic (‘Technology commercialization’) provided examples of 
commercial activity such as spin-outs from the research unit, agreement of licences 
and patent development. Therefore, we focused our analysis even further and used 
a keyword search to mine for specific keywords that would demonstrate types of 
commercialization activities: “spin-outs”54, “patents”55, and “licences”56.
Commercial activity exists and is clearly identified within the case studies
Figure 21 shows that commercial activity in terms of spin-outs, patents and licences is 
present within the research activities – primarily within Panel B, but scattered among 
other UOAs as well. The figures show the frequency of case studies within each UOA 
that mention these three keywords (and their variants). A case study may contain 
more than one of these words, and we noted that the largest overlap was between 
licences and patents (n=212), followed by overlaps between patents and spin-outs 
(n=163), and spin-outs and licences (n=125).
We also investigated how these case studies identified through the keyword searches 
were tagged by topic modelling. We found that most of them were tagged with the 
‘Technology commercialization’ impact topic, as expected from our earlier brief analysis, 
followed closely by ‘Pharmaceuticals’57 (Figure 22, page 54). However, the other topics 
imply a range of applications and sectors for commercial activity within these case studies.
The degree of commercialization reached can range from investments and 
partnership opportunities to actual monetary returns
Of the case studies mentioning spin-outs, patents or licences, a total of 457 case studies 
were tagged with the impact topic ‘Technology commercialization’. We read a random 
sample of 200 of these case studies, and noted that the content provided a rich source 
of narratives describing the routes to commercialization and the varying degree to 
which each study reached the stage of producing actual revenue or monetary benefit. 
We categorized these 200 case studies and found that the claims for commercialization 
centred on a number of themes (not mutually exclusive):
 Revenue created from product sales (n=64)
 Secured industrial investment (n=62)
 Secured industrial partner (no financial information given) (n=38)
 Spin-out company created staff employment (n=18)
In reading the case studies we noted the potential for demonstrating some form of 
quantifiable information, such as total investments per year, sales and revenue figures 
and total number of staff in employment. However, as with the QALYs example in the 
first deep mine, such crude estimates could be made only with additional calculations, 
references to external data sources and assumptions, which would not have been 
possible for a sample of this size in the given time. 
Lessons learned
This deep mine particularly emphasizes the importance of combining different search 
and text-mining methods for analysing the case studies. In this case, the keyword 
search worked well in identifying specific types of commercial activity (eg spin-outs 
and licences). Future analyses would be enabled and better automated by requesting 
specific economic outputs (such as figures of revenue generated, sales or, indeed, 
the number of staff employed) in the guidance provided on how to present impact 
information in the case studies.
54 We included the plural and singular of this term and variants such as “spin-out”, “spinout” and “spin out” in our search.
55 We included the plural and singular forms of “patent” in our search. 
56 We included the plural and singular forms and variants of “licence” in our search.
57 The top nine words related to this topic were: drug develop pharmaceut trial compani clinic phase discoveri industri. 
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
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Figure 21: Impact wheels for keywords “spin-outs” (n=344), “patents” (n=570) and “licences” (n=654)
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Figure 22 Impact topics of the case studies containing keywords “spin-outs”, “patents” and “licences” 
Note: values under n=10 not shown.
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Question 3: What has been the impact of research on public policy 
and parliamentary debate? 
The challenge of using research effectively in the formulation of public policy is 
an enduring theme for those interested in evidence-based policymaking. Often, it 
is suggested that there is a gap between research and policy. A recent systematic 
review (Oliver et al, 2014) of the barriers to, and facilitators of, the use of evidence by 
policymakers suggests that little has changed over the past decade: timely access to 
good-quality and relevant research evidence, collaborations between researchers and 
policymakers, relationship and skill-building with policymakers are the factors that 
continue to be the most important in influencing the use of evidence. 
Therefore, for our third deep mine we decided to explore the impact of academic 
research on public policy and political scrutiny in the REF impact case studies. 
We based the analysis on two of the topics that were generated in the text-mining 
– ‘Informing government policy’58 and ‘Parliamentary scrutiny’59 – and specifically 
explored academic contribution to Parliamentary Select Committees.
The most frequent type of impacts were on public policy and  
parliamentary debate
The impact of research on public policy was cited often as an exemplar in preparations 
for REF. For example, all four of the main panels cited public policy impacts in the 
Panel Criteria and Working Methods (REF, 2012). Thus it may not be too surprising 
that the word “policy” commonly occurred in ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4) in the 
case studies: it was mentioned at least once in 3,206 case studies (as detailed in Table 
5), and is observed in the word cloud (Figure 6, page 29 and front cover). Furthermore, 
the two largest topics identified through topic modelling were ‘Informing government 
policy’ (n=1233, 20% of case studies) and ‘Parliamentary scrutiny’ (n=983, 17% of 
case studies), as illustrated in Figures 23 and 24 (page 56). Despite the two topics 
being those most commonly occurring together in the case studies (Figure 7, page 31), 
the size of the overlap was small between the two topics: only 192 case studies had 
both in their ‘top 3’ ranked topics. ‘Parliamentary scrutiny’ is more frequent in Panel 
C UOAs, and captures a greater degree of political engagement, while ‘Informing 
government policy’ is evident in Panel A and Panel B units.
Table 5: Selected keywords related to policy60
Keyword
Number of case studies 
with key word
Policy 3,206
Government 2,605
Parliament 610
Lord 268
Select Committee 265
MP 264
58 The top nine words related to this topic were: develop polici nation plan govern inform work strategi assess.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
59 The top nine words related to this topic were: polici govern report public uk committe debat evid commiss.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated.
60 These figures are an illustration of the distribution of these words only, and do not include plural forms  
(this also more closely resembles the way that these words appear in the word cloud).
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Figure 23: Impact wheel (‘Informing government policy’, n=1,233)
Figure 24: Impact wheel (‘Parliamentary scrutiny’, n=983)
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Research supports parliamentary scrutiny in different ways
In order to explore how academic research contributes to parliamentary debate,  
we further analysed and read the 265 case studies that mentioned “Select 
Committee”. We chose this because select committees often take evidence from 
interested parties, and this provides opportunities for academics to engage with  
and support parliamentary debate. We note the term “Select Committee” is used 
mainly for parliamentary scrutiny in Westminster, and thus excludes analysis in  
the devolved administrations. 
Of the 265 mentions of “Select Committee” in the case studies, 185 (70%) occurred 
in the ‘Parliamentary scrutiny’ topic; 67 (25%) in ‘Informing government policy’ 
topic; and 42 (or 16%) in neither topic. (There were 29 occurrences in both topics.) As 
illustrated in Figure 25, 70% of the mentions of “Select Committee” occurred in Panel 
C UOAs, with the remaining 30% being distributed evenly across the other three 
main panels.
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Figure 26: The nature of academic input to Select Committees 
In reading the case studies we initially had hoped to see which select committees 
were more likely to engage academic input. However, this was not possible in the time 
available for the project, due to the inconsistent way in which the committees were 
described (sometimes incorrect or abbreviated titles were used, and each mention 
would need to be systematically validated against a list of historical and contemporary 
select committees). 
Nonetheless, we did manage to examine the nature of academic input (as 
summarized in Figure 26). In 30 instances the academics cited in the case studies 
were appointed as specialist advisors to the committee, there were 101 examples of 
academics giving oral evidence to a hearing, and a further 23 written submissions. In 
addition to these direct contributions, there were 33 examples of third parties using 
research to support their arguments in making a case to a committee. Finally, there 
were 32 incidences where the select committee directly cited the research noted in the 
case study.
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Lessons learned
From this initial excavation of the case studies describing how research supports 
policymaking, it would seem there is a rich vein of information that can be further 
tapped in the future. This may help contribute to ongoing research to understand and 
improve the way that research is used in policy and decision-making. One lesson for 
future iterations of REF would be to provide a standardized list of select committee 
names that case study authors could use, as this would aid subsequent analyses.
Question 4: What has been the impact of research on film  
and theatre?
Describing the value and benefit of research conducted in the arts and humanities 
can be challenging (Levitt et al, 2010). As suggested in the REF guidelines (REF, 
2011), researchers in these fields have provided some quantitative data to support their 
impact case studies, such as number of visitors to exhibitions and web downloads. 
However, it is on reading these case studies in detail that the pathways and depth of 
the contributions from the arts and humanities can be more directly understood.
In this deep mine we focused on case studies tagged under the topic ‘Film and 
theatre’61 (see Figure 27, page 60). We selected this topic because we aimed to find one 
that both would be concentrated within a panel (which is more commonly the case for 
the case studies in Panel D), and relatively distributed across the UOAs within that 
panel. What we found most interesting on reading the case studies were the types of 
beneficiaries mentioned, as well as the process or pathways to creating impact.
Research involving film and theatre has benefitted a wide range of people
Given the potential reach of the area of film and theatre, these case studies often 
highlighted more than one beneficiary beyond the general public and audiences, 
although the public constituted more than two-thirds of the mentions of beneficiaries 
in the case studies we read. Of the 139 case studies in this topic, we found impacts 
on those in schools and education (n=53 studies, 38%); on future film and theatre 
practitioners (n=84, 60%); and a smaller proportion (n=31, 22%) of impacts on ‘other’ 
stakeholders, such as policymakers, offenders and ex-offenders, local communities and 
hospitals.62 As expected, many of the case studies also noted the influence of research 
on future practitioners and on advancing methods used in film and theatre. 
Although these are very specific target groups, it can only be assumed that a wider 
range of people had access to the results of the work described in these case studies, 
given the frequency of web downloads, social media and media mentions cited 
throughout this selection. Often the authors of the case studies did not distinguish 
between direct and indirect beneficiaries. In addition, often it was unclear what effect 
press coverage had other than the common citation of increased public awareness.
Impact in the arts was achieved through participatory research and media 
coverage
There were three distinct stages in the research pathways in these case studies that 
contributed to their impact story: 
1. Impact as a result of the research process
2. Impact as an outcome of the research, and
3. Impact through final coverage of the research, often mainly through the media. 
61 The top nine words related to this topic were: film theatr perform plai audienc product festiv screen director.  
Please note the words have been ‘stemmed’ where the end of the word is truncated
62 These categories were non-mutually exclusive and therefore the total within each is greater than the total in the sample 
(n=139).
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Around one-fifth of the case studies involved some form of participatory process 
within their research, which as the authors noted, resulted in an impact on the 
research participants. Examples include:
 The involvement of students and members of the local public in performances
 Individuals with sickle-cell disease highlighting their own experience on film
 Connecting festival practitioners to systematically analyse their work and learn 
from shared experience to improve operations, and
 Creating a network for public debate on Shakespeare.
These case studies mostly report on the influence of this participatory process either 
to raise awareness and understanding of a specific issue, or to encourage debate. Other 
wider outcomes from the case studies include increasing the availability of previously 
unavailable historical resources in a new archive or a newly-translated text, and 
consultancy or advisory roles created for the academics involved in the research. The 
types of media coverage varied from local and regional press coverage to national and 
international coverage, including online and social media presence.
Figure 27: Impact Wheel (‘Film and theatre’, n = 139)
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Lessons learned
While quantitative metrics could be mined from this data by future analysts (eg the 
number of museum visitors, web downloads), we focused this deep mine on a very 
specific set of case studies to understand the ways in which impact is described in 
a particular topic area. The topic modelling approach was particularly helpful for 
selecting the case studies to read, or to select particular areas of focus. Qualitative 
assessment of the case studies showed the different ways in which impact was 
achieved (eg, through participatory research) and the range of people who benefited 
from the research, reinforcing the value of keeping this approach when extracting 
information on pathways or process of impact.
Question 5: What has been the influence of the British Academy 
and Wellcome Trust?
One of the key questions raised in the request for proposal (RfP) and at the workshop 
was the impact of specific research funders (see Annex B). We were unable to 
add metadata for research funders because not all case studies provide funding 
information, and where this is provided, it is not in a consistent form. Therefore, we 
decided to devote one of the deep mines to this issue, and focused on two funders: the 
British Academy and Wellcome Trust. We chose these two institutions for a number of 
pragmatic reasons.
First, they are operating in different areas: the British Academy largely in the social 
sciences and humanities; the Wellcome Trust in the biomedical sciences, but with 
a portfolio of activity in the humanities. Second, the Wellcome Trust is a very large 
research funder (spending around £600 million a year), while the British Academy 
is relatively small in comparison (£15 million). Third, they are relatively established 
institutions with limited name changes, mergers or suchlike over the period for 
underpinning research (1993–2013).
We searched ‘References to the research’ (Section 3) and ‘Details of the impact’ 
(Section 4) of the case studies for mentions of each institution, using the terms “British 
Academy” and “Wellcome Trust”63 for our searches (Table 6). We then read the 180 
case studies with mentions in the ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4) of the case studies. 
It is interesting to note in Table 6 that more case studies cite the British Academy than 
the Wellcome Trust in ‘Reference to the research’ (Section 3) – which is somewhat 
implausible, given the difference in size of the two institutions. This most probably 
illustrates the inconsistent nature of acknowledging the funders of underpinning 
research across the corpus of case studies, and perhaps potential cultural differences 
between disciplines.64
Table 6: Summary of case studies citing British Academy or Wellcome Trust
Keyword
Cited in 
Section 3 
(‘References to 
research’)
Cited in 
Section 4 
(‘Details of 
impact’)
Cited in 
Section 3 or 4
British 
Academy
260 75 307
Wellcome  
Trust
245 105 311
63 We looked at “Wellcome Foundation” (which had no mentions) and “Wellcome” on its own (which had 11 mentions in 
Sections 4 and five mentions in Section 3), but this was picking up Wellcome Trust-funded centres.
64 It was notable, for example, that a number of the British Academy citations were for small grants between £5,000  
and £10,000.
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The British Academy and Wellcome Trust support a diverse range of research
Unsurprisingly, and as illustrated in Figure 28, the research cited in the case studies as 
underpinning societal impact is focused on the social sciences for the British Academy, 
and the biomedical sciences for the Wellcome Trust. The 260 case studies that cited 
the British Academy in Section 3 of the case studies came from 23 of the 36 UOAs. 
Similarly, for the Wellcome Trust, the 245 case studies came from 30 units.
The Wellcome Trust and British Academy have multiple and diverse range of 
impacts
Figure 29 (page 64) illustrates that that both institutions have a diverse range of 
impacts, often in areas that are outside their core areas of interest. These figures show 
the frequency with which case studies citing the two institutions in the ‘Details of the 
impact’ (Section 4) are included in the different impact topics. 
As noted earlier, it is possible that a case study may occur in up to three topics, 
hence the total classified between the topics exceeds the number of case studies. 
For the British Academy the biggest impact is on ‘Parliamentary scrutiny’, followed 
by ‘Media’; while for the Wellcome Trust the biggest impact is on ‘Media’ followed 
by ‘Technology commercialization’. Perhaps the most impressive observation is the 
diversity of topics where the two funders are making a contribution: for the British 
Academy, 32 out of the possible 60 topics are listed, and for the Wellcome Trust,  
40 topics.
The British Academy and Wellcome Trust enable research impact
One of the key observations from reading the case studies was that both institutions 
not only fund research, but also actively help to enable impact. We read the 75 case 
studies that cited the British Academy in ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4), and the 
105 that cited the Wellcome Trust. A number of these case studies were excluded 
from further analysis as the citation was referring to research funding from either 
institution, which under the REF guidance is not a form of impact. 
Additionally, there were a number of false results picked up by the search term  
that were excluded, such as the British Academy of Management or a Wellcome  
Trust building where the research was located. This left 46 and 59 case studies  
citing the British Academy and Wellcome Trust respectively. We assigned these 105 
case studies to six mutually exclusive groups according to the way in which impact 
had been enabled, as illustrated in Figure 30 (page 66). What is clear from this analysis 
is that both institutions provide a venue and voice for research translation to occur. 
That is, they have provided physical locations for various events and helped to amplify 
the research through speaker opportunities, press releases or citing the research in 
institutional publications.
Lessons learned
It would seem that one of the major limitations of this deep mine is that it depends on 
case study authors citing the funding institution in the references to research. While 
this was allowable in the REF guidance, it was not a requirement. Indeed, it seems 
implausible that had this been required, only 245 case studies would have cited the 
Wellcome Trust in this way, given the size of its funding portfolio. Thus, as will be 
noted in Chapter 5, a lesson for future iterations of REF impact assessment would 
be to capture formally and in a consistent manner the institution or institutions that 
funded the underpinning research. A related issue is that the search for the British 
Academy picked up seven false positives, which emphasizes the dangers of relying 
solely on text searching.
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Figure 28: Impact wheel for keywords “British Academy” and “Wellcome Trust” in ‘Reference to research’ (Section 3) 
of the case studies
Wellcome Trust
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Figure 29a: Comparison of the nature of impact by two research funders: the British Academy and the Wellcome Trust
British Academy
64
Wellcome Trust
Figure 29b: Comparison of the nature of impact by two research funders: the British Academy and the Wellcome Trust
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Question 6: What has been the impact of research on the BRIC 
countries?
Figure 13 (page 41) in Chapter 3 shows that the research from UK HEIs undertaken 
in the past 20 years has had a global impact. In this last deep mine we investigated the 
impacts of research on the BRIC countries (grouped for their similar stage of newly-
advanced economic development) (O’Neill, 2001). Of the 17,932 non-UK geotags, 1,640 
(or c9%) were assigned to the BRIC countries: Brazil (n=320), Russia (n=209), India 
(n=492) and China (n=619). 
UK Higher Education Institutions research has had an impact on BRIC countries
As shown in Figure 31 (page 68), the impacts in BRIC countries are distributed across 
all UOAs, suggesting that their impacts arise from a wide range of research fields. Brazil 
stands out as the countries mostly mentioned by a relatively large proportion of cases 
across all the UOAs. However, in the case of China in particular, there is a greater 
relative concentration of impacts within Panels A and B, compared to Panels C and D, 
which could be a reflection of the clinical and scientific advances and collaborations 
conducted in partnership.
Figure 30: Different ways that the British Academy and Wellcome Trust have  
enabled impact
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Impact on BRIC countries was varied and comprehensive, and sometimes 
strategic
We selected a random sample of 50 case studies from each of the four BRIC countries 
(n=200 in total). As mentioned previously, we found both impacts that were described 
as strategic (ie collaboration with an international partner organization was created to 
conduct the research) and incidental (ie positive but not specified intended outcomes 
in the country as a result of the research). Some case studies (n=7) noted the creation 
of spin-out companies and agreement of licences. Other key types of impact included: 
 Informing government policy in that country
 The creation of new technologies to develop in that country
 Creation of online resources for wide public use
 Facilitating international collaboration, often between academics, and 
 Creation of resources and training for teaching.
We also focused our analysis on the types of beneficiaries mentioned in this random 
sample of case studies in the BRIC countries. These beneficiaries included people 
affiliated to schools and education institutions (n=55), policymakers (n=11), offenders 
and ex-offenders (n=3), hospitals or health-related beneficiaries (n=3) and the local 
community (n=8).
We found on closer analysis that in those studies in which the impact was strategic 
and focused on a specific country, a greater number of observed benefits were noted. 
For example, in Brazil, a consortium formed with UK HEIs led to the development 
of legal frameworks for widening participation and equal opportunities. Research on 
regulatory mechanisms to overcome economic and legal barriers to the deployment 
of renewable energy in Russia led to the World Bank Group taking action to enable 
developments in Russia through the EU Renewable Energy Directive (with the 
academic as legal advisor to the World Bank Group Russia Renewable Energy 
Program). In India, mathematical modelling of the HIV/AIDS epidemic had an 
influence on policy and decision-making; and in China, research into the delivery of 
unemployment insurance systems to individuals helped 25,000 direct beneficiaries in 
six Chinese cities receive more reliable services.
Lessons learned
Conducting analyses on specific countries is possible using geotagging tools; this 
provides a clear selection of case studies which then can be analysed further. Given 
that we primarily focused on geotagging within ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4), the 
large number of studies that were extracted only by being tagged with BRIC countries 
was notable. Enough material can be extracted to then conduct cross-analyses on 
any of the previous topics on each of these countries (eg, spin-outs within the BRIC 
countries, or cultural impact cited in BRIC locations) and we recommend that 
analysts try out some of these approaches in future. 
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Figure 31: Impact wheels for Brazil (n=320), Russia (n=209), India (n=492) and China (n=619)
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This report presents the first synthetic analysis of the 6,679 non-redacted impact case 
studies that were submitted to the Research Excellence Framework (REF) 2014. We 
focused on assessing the nature, scale and beneficiaries of research impact by applying 
text-mining techniques and reading just over 1,000 case studies. As noted in the 
introduction, the analysis is more illustrative than final: with the case studies being made 
openly available, other analysts will develop, improve and add to this work over the 
coming months.65 Indeed, with the development and application of more sophisticated 
text-mining techniques, a new set of tools and approaches are likely to emerge that will 
support the ‘science of science’ and provide evidence to inform future policy.
That said, it is also important to recall and acknowledge the limitations of the current 
analysis. As described in Chapter 1, these fall into five broad categories: 
1. The limited amount of time available for the analysis, restricting what we could do – 
with more time we would have developed a number of the analyses further
2. The lack of consistent definitions used in the case studies – making it very difficult to 
compare and synthesize case studies on a common topic
3. The positive sentiment in the way that impact was articulated and described
4. The selective nature of the case studies for the purpose of REF assessment, and
5. The risk of double counting due to identical or near-identical case studies. 
As noted earlier, we also emphasize that everything we have reported is a result of 
analysis on the written text describing impact within the REF impact case studies, and 
not an analysis of impact per se.
As also indicated in Chapter 1 (Box A, page 16), the topic modelling method produced 
an output of 65 clusters (of which we presented 60) containing words that were related 
to a theme or topic. Each set of topics is generated through a probabilistic approach, 
which means that sets of results differing in detail may arise each time the topic 
modelling algorithm is run. Additionally, it is worth noting that we assigned a topic 
label to each of these clusters, based on our assessment of the words found in that topic 
(see full list in Annex D). We went through a number of iterations of labelling based 
on internal review and further reading of the content of these case studies tagged by a 
particular topic. Therefore, the labelling process was subjective. We also note that for 
most of our analyses, we took the top three topics that were most represented within 
each case study to find the distribution of topics across the case studies and create the 
impact wheels and heat map.
We finish the report with two sets of reflections. The first consists of some concluding 
policy observations arising from the analysis, and the second is a set of lessons 
we learned in undertaking the analysis on how future iterations of REF could be 
implemented, if further consideration were given to metadata and structure of the case 
studies.
65 http://impact.ref.ac.uk/casestudies
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Policy observations
As illustrated in the preceding chapters, there are many policy observations to make 
from the synthetic analysis. Here we highlight four high-level observations.
 The societal impact of research from UK Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) is 
considerable, diverse and fascinating 
One of the most striking observations from the analysis of the REF case studies is the 
diverse range of contributions that UK HEIs have made to society. This is illustrated in 
the heat map of 60 impact topics by the 36 Units of Assessment (UOAs; Figure 8, page 
33), impact wheels (Figure 10, page 35) and the six deep mine analyses in Chapter 4. 
While this observation may be in part an artefact of the topic modelling approach 
that we adopted, it also should be noted that this is one of the first empirically 
driven attempts to catalogue research impacts on this scale. Indeed, in reading the 
case studies, the abiding impression is the heterogeneity in the types of impact that 
arise from academic research. From a policy perspective, this reinforces evidence 
on the broad contribution that research makes to the economy, society, culture, 
public policy and services, health, the environment and quality of life in the UK and 
globally. It also suggests that the use of case studies in REF 2014 was the appropriate 
way to assess research impact, as it allowed the case study authors to define and 
articulate a range of impacts, some of which inevitably would not been have captured 
through a ‘top-down’ taxonomy.
 The research underpinning societal impacts is multidisciplinary, and the social 
benefits arising from research are multi-impactful 
The relationship between 149 field of research (FORs), 36 UOAs and 60 impact 
topics is visualized in the alluvial diagram in Figure 12 (page 39). What is evident 
from this visualization is that multiple FORs underpin the case studies, leading 
to multiple types of impact – and this is weakly correlated with the UOA. It is 
interesting to note that there were 3,709 unique impact pathways (from FOR to 
impact topic) in the alluvial diagram. This would suggest that any attempt to define 
a standard route to research impact could be counterproductive, and that both 
incentives to encourage researchers to consider impact (such as Research Council 
‘pathways to impact’) and reward mechanisms for achieving impact (such as REF 
case studies) should continue to be narrative-based.
 Different types of HEIs specialize in different types of impact 
Analysis of the impact topics by the size of HEI submission to REF 2014 illustrates 
that within this sample of case studies, small institutions make a disproportionate 
impact contribution, and to a larger number of topics, than larger institutions. 
As shown in Figure 11 (page 37), although some larger institutions make large 
contributions to topics such as ‘Clinical guidance’ and ‘Dentistry’, small institutions 
make a greater than anticipated contribution to topics such as ‘Sports’, ‘Regional 
innovation and enterprise’ and ‘Arts and culture’. This raises some interesting 
research policy questions with regard to the nexus of selective funding, concentration 
and research excellence (Annex A).
 UK HEIs have a global impact 
The map in Figure 13 (page 41) illustrates the geographical reach of the impacts of 
research which have been undertaken in UK HEIs over the past 20 years. From a 
policy perspective this illustrates the global contribution of research undertaken by 
UK HEIs. The deep mine on the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China; 
page 66) further illustrates the diversity of this impact, with benefits occurring 
across all UOAs for each of the four key countries. It was also interesting to note the 
different impact wheels for the different countries, with Brazil being preferentially 
cited in UOA 19 (Business and management studies), Russia UOA 30 (History) 
followed by 29 (English language and literature), India UOA 29 (English language 
and literature) and China UOA 34 (Art and design: history, practice and theory) 
followed by and UOA 15 (General engineering).
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Lessons for future iterations of the Research Excellence Framework
Below we draw out three areas that HEFCE and the other funding bodies may wish to 
reflect on for future iterations of research impact assessment as part of REF. We include 
a caveat to these observations by noting that REF is an assessment system, but that 
our interests in this report are in the effective analysis of the case studies – and that at 
times the two purposes may play against each other. For example, as noted below, we 
suggest that analyses could be improved through the collection of more structured and 
standardized information; however, this may add to the burden for case study authors, 
and inevitably would tend to privilege certain types of impact over others. 
 The impact case studies provide a rich resource for future analysis 
The publication of the 6,679 non-redacted case studies provides a unique resource for 
further in-depth analysis and the development of new methodologies and approaches 
for the analysis of research impact. It will be important that research funders support 
the development of this nascent field of research in its own right. There are numerous 
questions that could be addressed through further analysis of the case studies, and 
some of this evidence will help to create, secure, accelerate and maximize future 
research impacts. Some of these questions are summarized in Annex B, but others 
will arise as people consider this and other reports. 
In undertaking future analyses, we re-emphasize the limitations of the case studies 
as primary research material: they articulate a select set of impacts, written to 
specific rules as defined in the REF guidance, and in a style and tone that aims to 
‘sell’ the impact to the assessment panels.
  The quantitative evidence supporting claims for impact was diverse and 
inconsistent, suggesting that the development of robust impact metrics 
is unlikely 
There was a large amount of numerical data (ie, c170,000 items, or c70,000 with 
dates removed) that was inconsistent in its use and expression and could not be 
synthesized. In order for impact metrics to be developed, such information would 
need to be expressed in a consistent way, using standard units. However, as noted 
above, the strength of the impact case studies is that they allow authors to select 
the appropriate data to evidence their impact. Given this, and based on our analysis 
of the impact case studies, we would reiterate the conclusion made in the original 
study that informed the formulation of the approach for research impact assessment 
adopted for REF: ‘impact indicators are not sufficiently developed and tested to be 
used to make funding decisions’ (Grant et al, 2010).
 The use of standardized lists of information and the definitions in the 
case studies would aid future analysis 
As noted at a number of points throughout this report, the non-standardized use 
of information hampered our analysis. This was the case, for example, in the deep 
mines on select committees (page 55) and the funders (page 61). In both cases ideally 
we would envisage a drop-down list (or equivalent) of either select committees or 
research funders that case study authors can use to select the appropriate entity, 
thereby ensuring the standard use of language in the case studies and the tagging of 
that information as metadata for future analysis. 
For numeric information that is used to provide evidence of impacts, a set of 
standardized definitions would aid future analysis. For example, as noted in the 
deep mine on the health benefits of research (page 49), different case study authors 
assigned different monetary values to Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs). If 
HEFCE and its funders were to make a statement asking case study authors to use 
a particular standard value for a QALY (eg, £30,000), this would facilitate future 
analysis. Similarly, a statement for those wishing to use financial information 
in demonstrating impact could ask authors to do so in pound sterling at a given 
exchange rate and purchasing power parity (with such information provided), which 
would significantly help to improve return-on-investment-type analyses.
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Closing comment
We would like to finish this report by acknowledging what a privilege and 
pleasure it has been to analyse and read the case studies submitted to REF 
2014. The stories that are told in the impact case studies capture what is great 
about academic research in the UK: the range of interests, the expertise and 
experience, the commitment of individuals and the benefits to communities 
across the world. The case studies make an inspiring read that demonstrate the 
value of research to today’s society, and to the future.
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Annex A: A short history of research assessment
In 1916, the UK Government created the Department for Scientific and Industrial 
Research (DSIR) to support civil science and co-ordinate research (Varcoe, 1974). In 
this small ‘dual support’ system, the University Grants Committee (UGC) paid for 
salaries while the DSIR gave funds for specific research. Selectivity was unimportant 
as there were only 24 DSIR postgraduate researchers. After 1945 the UGC took a 
more active stance. Researcher numbers doubled during the 1950s, and research spend 
in 1962 was ten times that in 1945 (Wilkie, 1991). From that point the UGC operated 
selective funding through expert subject committees and policy (Shattock, 1994; 
Wilkie, 1991).
The UGC’s quinquennial cycle ended in 1976–7 when, despite cuts, it selectively 
allocated £500,000 to enable 11 institutions in areas of high priority. The Annual 
Survey for 1979–80 announced that:
‘[T]he current distribution of equipment grant (£72M for 1980/81 cf. recurrent 
grant of £987M) takes into account each university’s past record of attracting outside 
research grants and thus provides a slightly better equipment base for those with a 
proven research capability.’ (UGC, 1985, pp 27-28)
Selectivity was endorsed by all sides of the research support system, including the 
UGC, the Advisory Board for the Research Councils (ABRC) and the Advisory 
Committee for Applied Research and Development (ACARD). The 1982 Merrison 
Committee concluded ‘that whatever research is done should be of high quality and 
properly supported’, and that ‘universities will need to concentrate research funds into 
selected areas’ (ABRC and UGC, 1982). The joint report of the chairs of the ABRC 
and ACARD proposed that there should be a national and overt policy of selectivity 
among research objectives.
The UGC’s A Strategy for Higher Education into the 1990s suggested a ‘more selective 
allocation of research support among universities’ (UGC, 1985, p 17). In 1985, the 
UGC told universities that the distribution of research funds would take account of 
work of special strength and promise, so as to maintain quality. This led, in 1986, to 
the first Research Selectivity Exercise, applying the ratings to the selective allocation 
of part of the research resource. This assessment evolved into the Research Assessment 
Exercise (RAE) of 1989, modified into a recognizable, long-term format in 1992.
In 1987, the ABRC’s A Strategy for the Science Base recognized that ‘selectivity 
and more directive management … can be seen as the inevitable response to the 
challenge of managing science within finite resources’. It suggested that the allocation 
of Research Council grants to scientists in below-average departments was ‘not 
conducive to the concentration of effort that we believe generally to be in the national 
interest’ (ABRC, 1987, p 5).
The ABRC concluded that greater concentration was required to maintain the 
international competitiveness of university research (among just 60 institutions, not 
the 150-odd of 2014). It proposed an ‘R-T-X’ (Research, Teaching and Hybrid) system 
differentiated according to breadth of research strength, with just 15 universities in the 
‘R’ category of international research across most fields.
Over 30 years, UK research funding has regularly involved: 
   Selective resource allocation among disciplines
   Selective allocation among researchers, mainly through peer review
   Selective distribution among departments by internal management, and
  Selective distribution across institutions, sometimes via obscure committee 
decisions.
The introduction of selective funding based on the peer assessment of wider research 
impact is in keeping with the continuing development of UK research assessment.
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Annex B: Analytical questions arising from the request for proposal 
and workshop
Questions from the Request for Proposal (RfP)
1. What types of impact outcomes have been submitted to the REF? How does this 
vary by discipline/by user type (beneficiary)/by institution?
2. What are the pathways by which different types of impact outcome have 
been realized? How does this vary by discipline/by user type (beneficiary)/by 
institution?
3. To what extent are ‘negative’ findings included in the impact case studies or are 
only ‘positive’ stories submitted? Are ‘learning’-type impacts reported?
4. What are the time lags between underpinning research and impact outcome 
exampled in the impact case studies? How does this vary between types of impact, 
user and disciplines?
5. What quantitative data (for inputs and/or outcomes) can be extracted and 
synthesized from the impact case studies: eg commercialization revenue, visitor 
numbers? Is it possible to estimate overall return-on-investment figures?
6. Do the case studies contain quantitative information on impact outcome that is 
sufficiently common and general to be developed into metrics of research impact?
7. According to the impact case studies, what types of research users benefit from 
higher education research, and to what extent?
8. What are the characteristics of the underpinning research outputs on which 
impact case studies are based (in terms of methodologies, approaches or research 
topics)? Do these vary by type of impact? What is the role of interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary research in leading to impact?
9. Can we learn anything about how research collaboration affects impact?
10. How does the impact described in the REF case studies relate to the Government’s 
industrial strategy and other devolved administration economic/industry 
strategies?
11. Can we learn anything about connections between social and economic impact 
and citation impact?
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Questions from Panel A group
Number 
of votes
How many patents resulted from the work? 1
How many case studies only describe qualitative impacts? 9
Are negative findings that have impact mentioned? 1
What proportion of case studies involve interdisciplinary work? 4
Are the references cited in high-impact journals? 3
Are impacts related to underpinning research in previous exercise (RAE)? 0
Can ‘boilerplate’ words be systematically excluded? Biomedical specific 
terms related to impact (or other domain areas)?
0
How many case studies mention industrial collaboration? 4
How many case studies mention international collaboration? 3
How many carbon credits were saved by research in the REF? 5
Who is described as the primary audience? Policymakers/management/public? 10
How many spin-outs or start-ups were caused by the work? 0
What intermediaries of impact are mentioned (are they invisible)? 4
How many engagement events take place/stakeholder groups/ 
total attendance/ outreach?
0
How many policies were affected? 3
Questions from Panel B group
Number 
of votes
What facilities were used to provide impact? 6
How many studies exemplify cost reduction? 3
What endpoint was defined for the impact? 0
Engineering projects: what was monetary value of impact? 0
How parliament (vs. departmental/policy) was cited: beneficiary 
pathway to impact?
13
How many schoolchildren have been affected and reached? 
Search on curriculum? 
4
Where does impact come from (eg, from multiple collaboration between 
universities, companies, public/third sector) ? How is collaboration initiated?
7
Panel D: What is the value of creative industries (examples thereof)? 1
What are contributions to standards (eg BSI)? 5
What kind of corroborative evidence is cited as proof of impact? 7
Where has research been used to fuel business innovation and growth – 
small and medium-sized enterprises in particular?
4
Can the company’s turnover, job creation and inward investment be  
identified/collated?
1
How is research delivering impact in challenge areas, climate change, 
autonomous vehicles and crime? Where is the research coming from?
3
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Questions from Panel C/D group
Number 
of votes
How and when do researchers engage with 
specific beneficiary groups  
(e.g. pick one of parents, kids, etc.)?
1
What types of productive interactions or 
engagement between academics and non-
academics have led to certain types of impact (eg 
impact on policy)?
12
What is the proportion of research impact that 
is collaboratively delivered (i.e. non-academic 
partners)?
0
What is the role of mediators/translators in 
creating impact for social science and humanities 
research, where academics worked with external 
organizations to disseminate/translate in order to 
influence policy and practice?
2
What is the proportion of early career 
researchers’ involvement (or PhD) in delivering 
research impact?
11
Is there evidence of sustainable partnership 
beyond the life of the project?
0
How many impacts were planned vs. came about 
due to serendipity?
8
What are the types of impact derived from basic 
vs. applied research (plus scale of impact/
timeframe) ?
2
What are the educational benefits of research? 0
Was the impact realized/progressed by a 
deliberate (funding) programme?
1
How do researchers perceive ‘impact’, and what 
are their sources of evidence?
1
Is the attribution/contribution of individual 
research groups to claimed impacts convincing?
0
Has economic research been used to start/grow 
businesses?
1
How many/what proportion of case studies 
mention patent application/approval?
0
What is the scale/success outreach activiy 
undertaken: discipline, residence, background?
1
What is the presence of academics in the media? 
(eg appearances on TV/ 
radio, blogs, news, etc.) 
0
How is social media being used to communicate 
research and contribute to impact?
5
Have cultural places generated visitors to the local 
economy?
1
Is there evidence of audience response to the 
performance/exhibition? What form does this 
take? (eg questionnaire, focus group)
1
What is the economic value of university–arts 
collaboration?
4
What value can be given to cultural impact on 
local/regional/ 
city-regional economies?
6
How far does collaborative research (in arts 
and humanities) inform arts funding in local 
government?
0
How many/what proportion refer to public 
understanding of ‘science’ (perhaps via mention of 
altmetrics)?
0
Has university research influenced the artistic 
development of arts organizations?
0
Was there an increased proportion of public 
engagement cited for Panels C and D?
0
What is the range of impacts on culture/cultural 
value captured by the impact case studies?
1
Does it offer ways of measuring cultural values 
beyond commercial and policy? Can these be 
extrapolated to apply in future case studies?
0
How have examples of cultural impact been 
demonstrated/evidenced? What is the value of 
cultural impact?
0
How does research impact on the policy process? 
What are the mechanisms of engagement?
7
What is the (direct) influence in policy process? 
(Counting things from more specific:  taking part 
in select committee; to less specific: narratives of 
informal influence.)
0
What is the number of examples where research 
(social science) has had an impact on government 
policy?
10
How many case studies have affected UK and 
overseas national policy?
0
How does research influence government policy? 0
How many/what proportion explicitly reference 
‘legislation’? 
0
To what extent are research findings cited/used as 
the basis of final government policy?
0
What is the relationship between the main source 
of funding and impact? 
0
Does practice-based research in the performing 
arts affect/impact funding of these art forms?
2
What impact have British Academy funding 
schemes generated? 
3
How many impact case studies reference QR 
funding? 
2
What is the value of improvements to processes of 
services by this research?
0
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Annex C: Approach to data analysis and topic modelling
The original texts from the impact case studies were supplied to us in PDF format, 
and these had to be cleaned and processed for subsequent analysis. In this annex we 
describe the text-cleaning and processing steps, and our approach to topic modelling 
and the text-mining methods applied in our analysis.
Text cleaning and processing
The contents of the impact case studies were supplied in PDF format, from which we 
extracted plain text content for subsequent analysis. The extraction was performed 
using ‘pdftotext’ – a UNIX command line utility – with the ‘layout’ command option 
used in order to capture as much as possible of the text structure and line breaks. 
Given that each PDF contained all the sections of the REF submitted impact case 
study, the various sections of the document were extracted for separate analysis using 
regular expressions (ie pre-specified language patterns in the texts) implemented in a 
custom Python script (written by the report authors).
We then performed various iterations of processing the text to look for patterns, find 
nouns, entities, etc. to find out what types of processing and analysis needed to be 
done to answer our research questions. This exploration of the texts was performed 
using the Natural Language Toolkit (www.nltk.org) for entity extraction and part-
of-speech tagging. Custom scripts (written by the report authors) were used to 
find regular expressions, word count information and perform keyword-in-context 
(KWIC) analysis.
The results reported in this study were based on the extracted text which have been 
cleaned-up to remove non-ASCII characters and punctuation. The topic modelling 
analysis required further processing steps as follows:
 ‘Details of the impact’ (Section 4) were extracted from each case study
 The various indicators used to represent redacted text were consistently replaced 
with the same marker – ie ‘xxxx’
 ‘Stop words’ (eg ‘and’, ‘but’, etc.) were removed, along with custom words or 
phrases specific to the language of the case studies (eg numbers that indicate pages 
or sections)
 Apostrophes and other punctuation were removed
 Words were stemmed (using the Porter Stemming Algorithm, http://tartarus.org/
martin/PorterStemmer/) – that is, different forms of the same word (eg ‘runs’, 
‘running’, ‘ran’) were reduced to a consistent or most basic form (eg in this case, 
‘run’). Note that stemming may create an output of words that do not contain a real 
form of the original word (eg ‘poetri’; see Annex D for other examples).
Background to topic modeling
Topic modelling is a machine learning technique which relates closely to clustering 
algorithms. However, instead of attempting to group whole documents into clusters, 
topic modelling describes a set of topics to which the actual word content of the 
documents – as a whole – may be related. Documents may relate to more than one 
topic, and topic modelling calculates a weight with which each topic relates to a 
particular document.
We used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to conduct the topic modelling analysis. 
One of the most important aspects of topic modelling as implemented in LDA is that 
rather than simply basing topics on word features occurring in documents together, 
it uses contextual information of word occurrences in documents, and so can capture 
words with similar meanings that are used interchangeably within similar contexts.
As a generative technique, LDA starts with a model that is then used to describe 
the data by adjusting the parameters to fit the model. Here, the assumption is that the 
whole corpus of documents contains k number of topics, and that each document talks 
about these k topics to a greater or lesser extent. Therefore, each document is assumed 
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to be a combination of these topics, each with different probabilities. One of LDA’s 
strengths is that it performs clustering at two levels: first, for words into topics; and 
second, for documents into these topics. LDA works by starting with an empty topic 
model, then reading all the documents in parallel to calculate the probability for each 
topic for each word in the document. After each run, the model is updated and the 
process is repeated until the model better explains the documents: that is, how well the 
model fits the data.
LDA is the accepted state-of-the-art in topic modelling and is implemented in 
many standard toolboxes for machine learning. Thus we can compare results easily. 
However, there are some known limitations to LDA that mainly stem from the fact 
that it is a probabilistic model. In practice, these models are known to be sensitive 
to data changes and adjustments in the overall processing of the machine learning 
(such as the stemming of its constituent words). Furthermore, relatively small 
document collections such as ours can produce unstable topics if new documents 
are added (although this is less of an issue in our case, as we work with a fixed total 
of documents). Finally, topics can be too suggestive66, and require careful review by 
human evaluators often only relying on ad hoc techniques to be useful. 
All this means that topic modelling should be applied carefully, using iterative cycles 
of evaluation and testing, and only with a good understanding of the underlying data 
and domain. However, in our experience this applies to most successful machine 
learning techniques. LDA belongs to a family of algorithms that are known to work 
well with small shifts in meanings where similar ideas are described using different 
language expressions, and is therefore well suited to our data.
Topic modelling process for Research Excellence Framework impact case 
studies
The LDA was performed on the data using the Mallet machine learning tool;67 
specifically the beta version was used in order to generate diagnostic information of 
the models for their evaluation;68 a low alpha parameter (0.01) was specified in order to 
generate fewer topics which loaded more strongly onto the documents.
Since a topic modelling exercise requires human evaluation of the quality of the 
topics, a range of models was generated, with the number of topics ranging from 10 
to 100 at coarse intervals (eg, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100). The reason for this was to identify 
a reasonable number of topics to extract, since problems relate to topics being ‘too 
general’ or ‘too specific/narrow’ typically arise. Topics were evaluated initially by 
visual inspection of the topic keys output (ie the top-loading words for each topic). As 
a result of this, we concluded that 50–100 topics were likely to be appropriate. Once 
the range of number of topics for the model had been narrowed by the first iteration, 
a second human evaluation was applied using topic keys for a narrower range (50, 60, 
70, 80, 90, 100).
We sorted the topics in ascending order of their weighting, then read the top 9 
keys (words loading on each topic). First, all topics in a model were checked for 
repetition or duplication of similar topics; second, topic keys were checked for internal 
consistency and plausibility (ie, did the words appear semantically related, in that they 
have similar and/or overlapping meanings; in particular, were they more semantically 
related to each other than to words in other topics).
Following visual inspection of the topics in these models, a third set of a yet more 
concentrated range of topic models was generated around the most promising number 
of topics (eg, 65, 70, 75, 80), using ad hoc evaluation. Then the main diagnostics 
relating to these models were plotted to check general trends: for example, do the 
models appear to perform better or worse with greater or fewer topics in our range (for 
each model, the average values for each topic were used). 
There were four main standard diagnostic measures generated by LDA which we 
66 http://sappingattention.blogspot.co.uk/2011/11/compare-and-contrast.html [last accessed 27 February 2015].
67 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu [last accessed 27 February 2015].
68 http://article.gmane.org/gmane.comp.ai.mallet.devel/1483/ [last accessed 27 February 2015].
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considered as explained below, and which are regarded as important in identifying 
‘junk’ or ‘insignificant’ topics (see eg Al Sumait et al. 2009 for further discussion).
1. Coherence – this is measured via the semantic similarity of words to those 
previously loading within that topic. When this semantic similarity is maximized, 
it indicates topics with the greatest internal consistency. For assessing the number 
of topics to specify in the analysis, the mean coherence for each of the different 
number of possible topic models was considered.
2. Distance from corpus – this is a measure which indicates the distinctiveness of 
the words in a topic relative to the rest of the corpus: that is, what the likelihood 
is of words occurring in a topic occurring similarly in the background corpus. We 
sought to maximize the distinctiveness of our topics, and selected the number of 
topics specified for the topic model which maximized the average value for the 
analysis.
3. Documents at Rank 1 – this relates to the number of documents that this topic best 
describes, and therefore indicates topics which are more distinctive. We selected 
the number of topics for the model based on higher average scores across all topics 
of a model.
4. Distance from uniformity – this indicates the specificity of a topic by measuring 
the probability of a topic relating to a smaller number of words. In this case we 
selected the number of topics for our model based on a lower average score across 
all topics in each model.
Using this process, we judged 65 topics to be the optimal number to analyse and model 
the data. On inspection, we noted that five of these had outputs that were descriptors 
of impact scale (eg ‘increased’, ‘numbers’, ‘effici’), but gave no indication of context or 
theme (that is, they could be regarded as insignificant topics; Al Sumait et al, 2009) 
and therefore were excluded, leaving us with 60 topics to use in the study.
Limitations
In common with other studies that use these methods, we note that there are 
limitations to the use of topic modelling and LDA. Firstly, it is a probabilistic approach 
and therefore the output can be different each time the analysis is run. Secondly, 
the quality of the model depends on the number of topics specified and how well 
suited this number is to the data. To obtain our 65 topics we ran over 20 iterations 
of the analysis using different numbers of topics between 5 and 100. We settled on 
65 topics, since this gave the greatest consistency and sensible combination of topics 
(as determined by human judges and diagnostic tests). The 65 topics were generated 
to include the top 9 ‘key’ words which load onto each topic, and which are used to 
interpret the topics (displayed in Annex D).
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Annex D: Topic model labels and associated words
Topic label Words related to this topic
Animal husbandry 
and welfare
anim welfar farm veterinari breed diseas control 
uk farmer
Architecture and building design build construct standard industri structur project 
architectur engin
Arts and culture art artist work cultur creativ project public 
audienc exhibit
Asia china chines india arab indian asian intern east foreign
Banking, finance and monetary 
policy
bank financi polici econom financ credit tax risk central
Business and industry compani busi manag industri product market servic 
improv sector
Cancer cancer patient treatment clinic trial uk breast guidelin 
therapi
Children, young 
people and families
children child young parent famili imp programm 
work support
Climate change climat chang energi carbon emiss uk environment 
adapt wast
Clinical guidance guidelin patient clinic treatment recommend stroke nice 
risk trial
Clinical tests test patient clinic genet diseas diabet diagnosi diagnost 
treatment
Community and 
local government
local commun project citi council social peopl 
fund develop
Computing and 
quantum physics
comput secur light ibm physic intel scienc particl imag
Crime and justice polic crime prison justic xxxx offic violenc offend victim
Cultural and heritage preservation heritag archaeolog site visitor histor museum project 
cultur tourism
Defence and security defenc militari secur war conflict uk forc arm offic
Democracy and 
political engagement
polit elect parti democraci elector vote candid poll pd
Dentistry kcl dental drug oral treatment king prof scott health
Engineering, design 
and manufacturing
engin design process manufactur fuel develop materi 
industri improv
Europe european eu europ intern commiss polici human countri 
state
Film and theatre film theatr perform plai audienc product festiv screen 
director
Food and nutrition food product industri nutrit health crop agricultur uk seed
Health care services health care servic nh hospit patient nation improv practic
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Historical archives histori archiv public histor project librari heritag 
cultur materi
Infectious diseases control malaria control health diseas resist infect treatment 
drug programm
Informing government policy Develop polici nation plan govern inform work 
strategi assess
Instrumentation laser instrument materi product process imag 
manufactur develop industri
International development develop countri intern world africa polici global 
govern african
Laboratory diagnostics test assai diagnost dna detect protein laboratori 
sequenc develop
Law and justice law legal court justic case judg act legisl lawyer
Literature book read poetri write literari writer publish 
literatur translat
Marine and ocean science marin fish fisheri sea coastal ship ocean manag 
environment
Media public bbc media radio programm interview time 
broadcast articl
Medical ethics ethic disabl human transplant cell donat donor uk medic
Mental health mental health clinic servic train treatment intervent 
patient psycholog
Mobile technologies mobil system technolog network servic digit app 
phone commun
Modelling and forecasting model data method statist forecast predict estim 
risk measur
Museums and exhibitions exhibit museum visitor art galleri collect curat 
displai public
Music, dance and performance music perform danc work sound audienc concert 
record festiv
Nature and conservation conserv natur manag forest land speci biodivers 
environment project
Nuclear energy nuclear power energi nois electr system industri monitor 
oper
Oil and gas oil ga space explor industri model field bp mission
Parliamentary scrutiny polici govern report public uk committe debat 
evid commiss
Pharmaceuticals drug develop pharmaceut trial compani clinic phase 
discoveri industri
Print media and 
publishing
univers book intern translat world publish de public uk
Public engagement peopl particip wai experi comment engag cultur discuss 
life
Public health and prevention health screen hiv vaccin women programm recommend 
prevent nation
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Regional innovation 
and enterprise
innov busi region sme birmingham enterpris support 
programm univers
Regional languages 
of British Isles
languag ireland wale welsh northern cardiff irish 
english commun
Religion church religi christian religion faith cathol spiritu 
confer bibl
Schools and education educ school teacher student teach learn univers 
develop curriculum
Scotland scottish scotland glasgow edinburgh govern aberdeen 
public dunde commun
Software development softwar develop tool system user data model 
project comput
Sports sport game coach footbal athlet olymp perform 
physic player
Surgery, implants 
and devices
patient clinic surgeri hospit medic imag implant 
surgic devic
Technology commercialization technolog compani develop product univers commerci 
system market industri
Transport transport safeti road rail risk fire oper train uk
Water and flood management water flood environ risk manag environment uk 
qualiti pollut
Women, gender, and minorities women equal gender migrat divers ethnic commun 
group refuge
Work, labour and employment employ union labour trade work worker wage 
employe social
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